Millions Of Judges Out Th r
The Guan Eng and Anwar cases have brought into sharp focus the question
as to the role and responsibility of the courts in promoting and protecting
human rights in the country.

by Ramdas Tikamdas

g

he court cases involving
Lim Guan Eng and
Anwar [bra him more
than any other have resulted il1 intense public interest,
and caused a serious c;earch for
the meaning of law and justice
and a reappraisal of the role and
responsibility of the courts for
setting the Jurisprudential foundations of society for human
rights.
The court proceedings have
taken their own legalistic course
meandering through the web of
the technical rules of evidence judged.(The Star, 6 Octoand procedures which have con- ber 1998)
founded the best lawyers and
flabbergasted a Large section of Take for example, the Lim
the public. But riveted pu">lic at- Guan Eng case. He was
tention throughout was guaran- first charged wjth falsely
teed because of the highly com- and maliciously publishbustible combination of sex and ing pamphlets in the folpolitics, which formed the plot lowing words: (Li m
Guan Eng v Public Prosfor both the cases.
ecutor (1998) 3 Ml..J 14.)
But the real reason why the general public took on the role of the "The Tan Sri Rahim
de-facto jury in both these cases Tamby Chi.k sex scandal.
-in fact Justice Augustine Paul's Wither justice and
remark about '' millions of women's rights Victim
judges out there" should prop- imprisoned, criminal
erly read a miiJ ion jury - is be- free."
cause in their essen ce both the
cases are quite simple and But the fifteen old year
straightforward and, from the schoolgirl had not been
public viewpoint, easily "imprisoned" but merely
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"detained" by the police. The
statement in the pamphlet was
therefore false and held to bemalicious.
Second, Lim Guan Eng-was held
to have uttered the words, "that
he was dissatisfied with the fact
that the court had ordered the
minor to be detained for three
years whereas Rahim, who
should have been imprisoned for
violating the law, was instead set
free".
It is important to note that while
the accused was held to have
published the word "imprisoned" he had uttered in his
speech the word "detained".

In any event, this utterance was
held by the court to be sedition
because it had the tendency "to
bring into hatred or contempt or
.. excite disaffection against the
administration of justice in Malaysia ... "

caught after she had escaped.

was irrelevant. It merely had to
establish that the police did at the
The jury is also left to wonder direction of Anwar get the retracwhy an elected Member of Par- tions of the allegations again~t
liament is denied the freedom of him of things he did not, in law,
expression enjoyed by a newspa- do, for obviously Anwar like any
per columnist Marina Mahathir other person is entitled to the prewho in her article captioned sumption of innocence. But this
Whither Justice published in the was "corrupt practice" by the
Star on 9 November 1994 prior to Deputy Prime Minister meriting
Guan Eng's pamphlet had stated imprisonment for six years, commencing from the date of his conthat:
viction. The seven months spent
"There are injustices in the law in Sungai Buloh Prison while on
which are mind-boggling ... a remand because bail was denied
gross mockery of justice ... As a him, would not count because acwoman, especially a Muslim cording to the Judge, "the acwoman, I am
angry, disgusted
and ashamed ...
As a mother, I
now have real
fears for my
daughter. What
protection can
we hope for our
daughters if, in
the interests of
politics, a minor
can be so easily
sacrificed?

This, in a nutshell was the case
against Lim Guan Eng, the Member of Parliament for Kota
Melaka. This is the reason he is The Anwar case,
serving a sentence of imprison- minus the political and police
ment for 18 months at Kajang conspiracy and the mattress, is
Prison and has been disqualified simpler still. He was alleged by
from holding office. The million- two persons to have committed
strong is left wondering and at a various acts of sexual misconloss about the constitutional oath duct. He allegedly 'requested' or
of office of a Member of Parlia- 'instructed' or 'directed' -choose
ment and the right and duty of what you will - the Special
an elected parliamentarian, and Branch of the police to get retracindeed all citizens, to comment tions from his accusers of the
on a matter of public concern sordid salacious sexual allegawithout fear or favour. The mil- tions, which the prosecution inilion-member jury will no doubt tially with much fanfare set out
long ponder over the difference to but did not prove in court.
between 'imprisonment' and 'detention', especially since the girl The prosecution finally amended
had in open court testified that the charges and rested its case on
she had tried to escape from the the proposition that the truth or
Rehabilitation Centre but was falsity of the sexual allegations
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cused has been here (in court) all
the time". (New Straits Times, 15
Aprill999)
Anwar in his mitigation in open
court referred to this interpretation of corruption as "ludicrous".
ln the context of mitigation, this
must mean that at most the consequence of his "corrupt practice" was saving himself from
embarrassment from allegations
of sexual misconduct - which
were in any event not true and
which the prosecution itself had
at the outset set out to prove only
to abandon after the e\·idence
adduced collapsed under the
weight of its own ab:.urdily.

Since after 78 days of trial, the
truth or falsity of the sexual allegations has been held to be irrelevant to the charges before the
court, the jury begins to wonder
how it was that the Deputy Prime
Minister and Deputy President of
UMNO was summarily removed
from office for sexual misconduct
with the promise that a fair trial
in a court of law would justify the
political decision.
The million people jury therefore
ask, Whither Justice? Just as the
article in The Star rightly predicted that the case of the un fortunate 15-year-old from Malacca
"will simply not go away", similarly the case of Anwar will also
not go away as "people are
shocked dismayed and deeply
disturbed by how the whole matter was handled". (The Star, 9 November 1994)

conscience of society and society beaten detainee? when faced
expects the courts to imprison with a photograph in the media
"criminals" who by their miscon- of a bloodied and beaten remand
duct have deserved the scorn and person in respect of whom the
derision of right-thinking mem- police apply for further remand?
bers of society. In the case of Lim when faced with a quick request
Guan Eng (even after the comple- by the police for a confession sestion of the appellate process) and sion with the police standing
in the case of Anwar Ibrahim to guard outside the court chambers
date, it is obvious that the circum- ready to escort the prisoner back
stances of their conviction and from where he was brought?
the judicial grounds of the same when faced with an allegation
have not convinced a large sec- that the detained person is in a
tion of the public that they are dungeon with a rat hole and
indeed "criminals".
without windows in a place unknown? when faced with the
Instead, the perception of a large confession of a convicted person
section of the public is that they that he allowed himself to be
are victims of the gigantic and sodomised and the doctor who
inscrutable instruments of the examined him testifies that he
state. The public's confidence in was not? One can go on and on
the judicial process is thereby with such questions unless of
undermined and what in fact fes- course the courts themselves proters is the sense of injustice cap- nounce them as irrelevant.
tured by Anwar's mitigation in
open court that he had been dealt The question therefore arises
a judgment that "stinks to high should the judiciary not be more
heaven''.
pro-active in discharging its constitutional duty as the guardian
The Guan Eng and Anwar cases of fundamental liberties and the
have also brought into sharp fo- rule of law.
cus the question as to the role
and responsibility of tl1e courts in Although we do not have the
promoting and protecting human jury, indeed we have "millions of
rights in the country. When faced judges out there" judging. D
with illegality, the courts would
of their own motion take cogniRamdas Tikamdas is presisance of it and do justice accorddent of the Malaysia Human
ing to the case. (Re Mal1moud &
Rights Society (HAJ<AM)
Ispahani (1921)ALLER217)

The lesson to be drawn from the
public outrage to the Lim Guan
Eng and Anwar Ibrahim cases is
that political issues should be resolved in the political arena and
the courts should, as far as possible, be left alone. Dragging the
courts into political battles can
only diminish the integrity of the
judicial process. The judiciary on
its part should be ever mindful
that whenever the conviction of
an elected representative of the
people results in disqualification,
the court is in effect overturning
the decision of the electorate. And What then is the responsibility of
where the offence is more of a the courts in terms of human
technical nature rather than a se- rights and as constitutional
rious case of abuse of power or guardian of fundamental liberties
corruption or moral turpitude, when faced with violation of huthe judiciary's axe ought not to man rights? when faced with a
strike to remove an elected rep- shivering, perspiring accused
resentative from the legislature. person? when faced with a direct
complaint of police brutality?
The courts serve as the moral when faced with a bruised and
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Judgement
Stinks Tq
High Heaven
Persecution hiding
behind the cloak of the law

g

irstly, I would like to
thank my lawyers, who
have conducted the defence with such dedication and spirit. They deserve the
greatest admiration.

spiracy to destroy me and ensure
Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir
Moharnad's continued hold on
power at whatever cost, even if
it means sacrificing whatever
little is left of the judiciary's integrity. "You resign or I charge
Right from the beginning, I had you." That was the ultimatum
no hope whatsoever that I would the Prime Minister gave on the
be tried fairly. I say this not out morning of 2 September 1998.
of prejudice; I base my statement Isn't this corruption? The Prime
on information I have been privy Minister uses the judicial system
to. When I was in government, as a tool to exert political presmany senior officials, noting sure.
my reformist attitude, used to
complain to me about all kinds All the instruments of governof afflictions within the govern- ment-including the Attorneyment machinery, including the General's Office, the Police and,
judiciary. A very senior judge, indeed, the Judiciary-are under
out of his own volition, submit- the Prime Minister's thumb. In
ted a detailed report which the days of absolute monarchies,
showed how serious the crisis in the king could do no wrong, irex
the judiciary was. He gave sev- non potest peccare. That is preeral examples of personal cisely how this country is ruled
misbehaviour and professional now; members of the ruling
misconduct in the handling of clique are immune from prosecucourt cases.
tion and those who go against
them are humiliated and disI have no hope of justice. The graced through trumped-up
charges are part of a political con- charges.
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At the beginning of the trial, the
Honourable Judge exhibited
some courage when he cautioned members of the administration against commenting on
the case. But courage left him
when the Prime Minister blatantly committed contempt of
court by remarking that there
would be chaos if I was found
innocent. Was this not a warning
to the court? And neither did the
Attorney-General utter a single
word. However, the honourable
judge recovered his "courage"
and "vigour" when my lawyers
tried to question his rulings.
Indeed, this trial has influenced
perception regarding our judiciary, not just among Malaysians
but the international community
as well. It has opened the
people's eyes. The court, in ruling that a political conspiracy
was irrelevant and that certain
witnesses were irrelevant, has
helped me prove to the people
that my prosecution was indeed
part of a political conspiracy. I

could not guarantee achieving
this on my own even if I were to
go on a nation-wide campaign.
Charges were trumped up
against me becaus~ f worked
against corruption, power abuse,
cronyism and nepotism in government. And the judge has declared: "Let the whole country be
corrupt; it still has nothing to do
with this case." But corruption is
precisely the issue; it was because I opposed corruption that
I was expelled and it is because
of corruption that this case cannot be tried fairly.

run into hundreds of millions of
ringgit. I repeat my challenge to
the ruling clique to give full disclosure regarding the approval of
licences, contracts and shares by
Tun Daim and me and
privatisation approvals by the
Economic Planning Unit.

ception and conspiracy but all
this was brushed aside; even
more so when the names Dr
Mahathir and Tun Daim were
mentioned, as if the court was
more interested in protecting
them than getting to the truth.

When I was still in office I had
referred to the need for legal reform, the need for the independence of the judiciary to be further strengthened. Many of the
rich and powerful did not take
kindly to my statement while
many of the people read my
statement with scepticism. Now
they are no longer sceptical. As
And while I am accused of corthey say, one bad apple can spoil
ruption, the Attorney-General Coercion, ultimatums, even tor- the whole bunch. The actions of
has not brought an iota of evi- ture were used by the parties a small group of people have dedence; indeed he has not even charged witl1 the responsibility stroyed the judicial institution.
tried to prove that I used my po- to fabricate evidence against me. Only that I had unwittingly besition to enrich myself or my I have evidence of such a con- come the victim in order for
family. But the Prime Minister spiracy: from the involvement of people to be convinced about
has directed Petronas to bail out the Attorney-General in the po- this. I have no regrets whatsoKonsortium Perkapalan, which lice affidavit calculated to vilify ever. Perhaps this is just a small
is owned by his son, Mirzan me in Dato' Nallakaruppan's sacrifice on my part to convince
Mahathir. Isn't this corruption? case, alleging sexual misconduct the people how urgent and vital
In my possession there is a report on my part, treason, leaking gov- is the need for reform in this
of an investigation over corrupt ernment official secrets and cor- country, especially in the police
practices by a cabinet minister ruption, to the cases of coercion force, theAG's Department and
which was submitted to me by and torture of Dr. Munawar the Judiciary.
the Attorney General. Its ends Anees, Sukma Darmawan, and
with this sentence: "The Anti- Mior Abdul Razak, the statutory Justice is the soul of a nation. Our
Corruption Agency and the Pros- declaration of Manjeet Singh, to tragedy is that there are people
ecution Division of the Attorney- the meeting between the police who are prepared to sell their
General's Office recommends and Gani Patail at Bukit Aman on souls for a pittance.
that B1 (the minister concerned) the night of 20 September 1998.
be charged in court." The report But the judge simply did not I was brought up on the adage: a
was signed on 14 March 1995 by have the patience to hear all this. tiger's legacy is its stripes, a
a prosecutor named Gani Patail. As Socrates once said: "A judge man's legacy is his name. So, if I
And I have letters written by cor- must be patient enough to hear may add, what is a judge's
porate figures to Tun Daim the evidence of both parties.''. On legacy? Surely nothing if not his
Zainuddin (when he was Fi- the contrary, in my case, my judgments. If his judgments are
nance Minister) which conclude counsel, Zainur Zakaria, was just, then they would be rememthus: "In the event of my death found in contempt of court and bered for generations. Otheror permanent disablement, this others were warned that they too wise, his injustices will stink till
letter shall serve as irrefutable would be subject to the same Kingdom come.
proof of your claim against my punishment. I have overwhelmestate." The amounts involved ing evidence concerning the de- I have been dealt with a judgeThe corruption charge against
me is not a charge concerning pecuniary gain but one of abuse of
power. But in the process of prosecuting me there have been so
many startling incidences of
abuses of power by the Prime
Minister which point clearly to
the existence of a conspiracy.
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ment that stinks to high heaven.
This is an absolute disgrace. An
interpretation of corruption
which is ludicrous, nauseating in
fact when one considers how in
Malaysia billions of ring~t of the
people's money are being squandered by its leaders to save their
children and cronies. They have
made greed and unethical
behaviour their private domain,
rendering themselves above the
law.
I have been convicted, but the
people know that my conviction
was according to the script written by the conspirators. It is not
the Court but the conspirators
who are sending me to jail. But
remember that man is made of
body and soul. My body may be
incarcerated, but my soul remains free. However, there are
those who are outwardly free,
but their spirits remain forever
shackled, imprisoned by their
rank and status. Indeed their
souls can be bought and sold.
This trial has been political persecution hiding behind the
cloak of the law. I would advise
the conspirators to stop this nauseating charade. To all Malaysians, regardless of race or age, I
am grateful for their support.
Hold fast to the struggle. Love
Malaysia. And if we do love Malaysia then the fight against injustice, to establish justice and
freedom, must be invigorated.
The corrupt and despicable conspirators are like worms wriggling in the hot sun. A new dawn
is breaking in Maldy~ia. Lel us
cleanse our beloved nation from
the filth and garbage left behind
by the conspirators. Let us rebuild a bright new Malaysia for
our children. 0

Anwar's Guilty Verdict:

No Big Surprise

g

he Anwar Ibrahim verdict doesn't come as a
surprise or as a shock to
Aliran and the majority of Malaysians. It was as expected.

It became increasingly clear to the

ing the prosecution of the evidence to be adduced from defence witnesses.
A key line of defence - that certa m powerful personalities conspired to topple Anwar- was initially allowed but later repeatedly ruled as "irrelevant". At one
point, Anwar's lead counsel, Raja
Aziz Addruse, driven to desperation after yet another "irrelevant"
ruling, remarked, "I don't know
what is relevant anymore."

layperson that Anwar's case was
doomed as the trial progressed.
After the defence had demolished the prosecution's attempts
to prove sexual misconduct, the
court allowed the prosecution's
application for the charges to be
amended so that actual sexual
misconduct need not be proved. This case more than any other has
caused Malaysians to question
The court then ruled that 25 days what jurisprudence is all about.
of trial evidence- evidence which In such a state of confusion, they
the defence counsel argued was must have wondered whether it
crucial and favourable to the de- was Anwar who was in the dock
fence - was irrelevant and or- or the system of justice itself.
dered it expunged from court
Indeed, never before has the jurecords.
dicial system been under such
What's more, the defence was intense and prolonged public
also not allowed to call 10 wit- scrutiny as during the Anwar
nesses to establish a police con- trial. Malaysians will now draw
spiracy. Anwar's black eye and their own conclusions - "irrelhis treatment in police custody evant" though they may bewere deemed irrelevant to the about the state of the judicial system in the country.
case.
During the trial, the judge also The late Lord Denning's once
ruled that the defence had to observed: '1ustice mustbe rooted
show the relevance of witnesses in confidence" - and confidence
befurt! tht!y were called by sub- is destroyed when right-minded
mitting a summary of their testi- people go away confused and
mony beforehand. The ruling bewildered.
was most unusual and, in effect,
A/iran Executive Comm1Hee
obliged the defence to reveal its
14 April1999
hand in advance, thus forewamAli ron Monthly May 1999: 19(4) Page 8

The

~•ople's

Verdict

The actual trial strengthened the belief that there was a
conspiracy to destroy Anwar

IJ

ost Malaysians had expected the Kuala
Lumpur High Court to
find Datuk Seri Anwar
Ibrahim guilty of the four
charges of obstructing the
course of justice - though they
were convinced of his innocence. This in itself is a damning indictment of the justice system in Malaysia.

It is understandable why they
felt this way. They knew that the
allegations of sexual misconduct
against Anwar - the investigation of which he was supposed
to have obstructed- had already
been dismissed as baseless in
August 1997 after a police probe.
The Prime Minister Dr.
Mahathir Mohamad himself
had declared at that time that the
allegations were 'rubbish' and
Parliament had been informed
of the outcome of the investigation.

And yet, the same baseless allegations were trotted out again in
early 1998 as the rift between
Mahathir and Anwar widened
in the wake of the regional financial crisis. At the root of the rift
was Anwar's reluctance to endorse the bail-out of huge corporations O\\.'lled or controlled
by individuals close to the Prime
Minister and Tun Daim

Zainuddin, the present Finance
Minister. The Mahathir-Daim
clique and their business cronies
were afraid that if Anwar continued to hold office their corporate empires would collapse and
their economic power would be
extinguished. Besides, Mahathir
himself was becoming increasingly unpopular partly because
of his handling of the financial
crisis. He and his clique feared
that a populist leader like
An war would mount a challenge to his position. Anwar,
therefore, had to be eliminated
at all costs. The 1997 allegations,
now elaborated into a scurrilous
poison-pen book was part of the
plan. This is also why as soon as
Anwar was sacked from the
gover~ent, the mainstream
media went on a rampage
publicising lurid details of ludicrous sexual allegations. It was
as if the media had already
found Anwar guilty before the
trial had begun.
It is significant in this regard that

even before the trial began,
Mahathir declared publicly that
if Anwar was not found guilty
'we would be in trouble'.lf anything, the actual trial strengthened the belief that tb.ere was a
conspiracy to destroy Allwar.-l'e
start with, he was charged under a law that was already reAliron Monthly May 1999: 19(4) Poge 9

pealed by the Dewan Rakyat
(the House of Representatives)
and was awaiting similar action
by the Dewan Negara (the Senate). The first prosecution witness, like a number of their other
witnesses, contradicted themselves so badly that the public
began to wonder how the case
could have been brought to
court in the first place. Later,
when the court amended the
charges, expunged a huge
chunk of the evidence and excluded at least 10 defence witnesses, the public concluded
that the trial was a farce. It was
further proof that the real purpose of the trial was to destroy
Anwar's political career.
Seen in this light, the court verdict yesterday was, in the
public's eye, part of an ongoing
political conspiracy. In fact, the
6-year jail sentence -longer than
whatmostpeoplehad expected
- shows that the conspirators
want Anwar locked up for at
least two general elections so
that they can consolidate their
position in the event that something untoward happens to the
ageing, ailing Mahathir
Mohamad in the very near future. There were two other relale.d court decisions yesterday
which revealoo the conspirators'
fear of Anwar mobilising the

people against the Mahathir regime. One, since the 6-year sentence will begin from the day of
the verdict, instead of the day he
was incarcerated, it is obvious
that Anwar's enemies are determined to keep him out of politics for as long as it is possible.
Two, Anwar was once again denied bail for an offence which is
bailable. If he is on bail, the conspirators know that Anwar,
given his charisma and his command over the masses, will be
able to galvanise public sentiments into a popular movement
against the Mahathir regime.
Though a grave injus tice has
been done against an innocent
man, the Malaysian public is
now more conscious than ever
before of what is happening to
the country. The severe sentence
has shown us that we are under
a cruel and inhuman regime, bereft of compassion and humanity. It has also established yet
again that one cannot expect justice from our justice system. It
is a system that is totally subservient to the ruling political elite
and to the dictates of one person in particular.
Nonetheless, because the trial
and the verdict have heightened
people's awareness, there will
now be a greater resolve on our
part to fight for justice and to replace the Mahathir regime with a
credible alternative rooted in the
people's hopes and aspirations
for a fair, democratic society.

Dr. Chandra Mllzaffar
Deputy President
Parti keADILan Naswnal
15 April 1999

An Absolute
Travesty Of Justice
Anwar was meted out an unconsciounable Nnlence
merely because of who he wasl
While the verdict
was totally expected,
in fact it was a foregone conclusion
from the moment Anwar was
arrested, the sentence is something of a shocker- almost surrealistic!
has certainly sent
shockwaves across judicial
and legal circles throughout
the Commonwealth.

It

fender. If justice must not only
be done but be seen to be done,
this is an absolute travesty of
justice.
And the fact that the presiding judge remarked that he
had to impose a heavy sentence because Anwar was a
Captain of Malaysian politics
and the No. 2 man in Government, merely compounds the
manifest injustice of the sentence as it goes against the
grain and spirit of Article 8(1)
of the Malaysian Constitution
which states that all persons
are equal before the law.

How it is going to influence
the electorate remains to be
seen ... the electorate are an
uncommonly fickle lot but initial reactions at the street level
and coffee-shop are of outrage It seems that Anwar was
and anger at the severity of the meted out an unconsciounable
sentence merely because of
sentences.
who he was!
Six years on each count adds
up to 24 years- notwithstand- It is perhaps pertinent to mening the fact that the sentences tion that on this day in history
are to run concurrently. This i.e.14April,Abraham Lincoln
plus the time he has been in was assasinated (in 1865) and
remand, which will not be the Titanic hit an iceberg and
taken into account, adds up to sank (in 1912).
24 years plus!
The sentencing of Anwar
Murderers, rapists and drug Ibrahim on the 14 April1999
traffickers have been meted will have a similar impact on
local history as it has sent the
out less!
rule of law and the justice sysEven if Anwar had in fact tem in Malaysia plumbing the
abused his position, one can- darkest depths.
not sec how this punishment
Cedi Rajendra
fits the crime especially as
Lawyer /Poet
Anwar is an alleged first of-
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Grave Disquiet In The
Administration Of Justice
A Junior High Court judge, elevated just months before and transferred to the Criminal
Division of the Kuala Lumpur High Court a mere few weeks before the trial

g

he Bar Council views
with deep concern the
events that have unfolded .in the past seven
months and during the trial of the
former deputy Prime Minister,
Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim,
which has resulted in his conviction on 14 April 1999 and sentence of six years on each of the
four amended charges to run concurrentlyfrom the date of conviction without taking into account
the seven months remand since
his arrest.
The Bar Council subscribes to the
principle of the Rule of Law and
it is mindful of the fact that there
are provisions enabling an accused person who is dissatisfied
with the decision of the court of
first instance to appeal to the
higher court. This is a matter entirely between the accused and
his Legal Advisors.
The Bar Council notes the concerns voiced by numerous members of the Bar, members of the
public and various organisations.
This whole episode has caused
grave disquiet in the administration of justice in our country.
The manner of arrest of Datuk
Seri Anwar Ibrahim, his subsequent assault while in police custody, the lack of immediate medical treatment, the finding of the
Royal Commission of Inquiry
that the then Inspector-General of
Police was responsible for assaulting Datuk Seri Anwar and

the Royal Commission's finding ing a defence lawyer to three
of fact that a normal detention months' imprisonment for conwas converted to an ISA deten- tempt while in the exercise of
tion so as not to expose him to their legal duties - raises quespublic view are serious matters tions impinging on the adminisof profound concern to the citi- tration of justice.

zenry.
Of public concern is how a case
of such importance and public
interest involving the former
Deputy Prime Minister, the highest public officer to have ever
been tried in Malaysia, was heard
by a junior High Court judge, elevated just months before and
transferred to the Criminal Division of the Kuala Lumpur High
Court a mere few weeks before
the trial. This was an unprecedented step when one compares
with two previous cases of senior
politicians who held high offices
in Government who had been
tried by two very senior judges.

The Bar Council also notes with
concern the use of intemperate
language by the judge in the
course of the trial.
The Bar Council was deprived of
holding a watching brief during
the trial and .in the subsequent
applications and was therefore
unable to perform and iulfil its
statutory duties in the interest of
justice under the Legal Profession
Act, 1976.

The Bar Council further notes
that this trial, which according to
law must be held in public was
not at all times, public, as there
were repeated prohibitions on
The unusual manner in which the the publication of crucial evitrial itself was conducted - for ex- dence given in open court in variample, the refusal of bail; the ex- ous instances. justice must not
punging of evidence given on only b~ done but must also be
oath; preventing the accused seen to be done.
from raising every possible and
conceivable defence and limiting Several questions including that
him to particular defences; com- of substantive law, practice and
pelling the defence to state be- procedure, and the administraforehand what evidence the de- tion of justice have been brought
fence sought to adduce through to the fore which need to be advarious witnesses; disallowing dressed in the context of fundawitnesses from testifying and mental rights and liberties guarmaking rulings as to their rel- anteed in the Constitution.
evancy without first hearing their
R. R. Chelvarajah
testimony; citing and threatening
Chainnan, Bar Council
defence lawyers with contempt
16 April1999
proceedings including sentenc-
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Rahim Noor's Confession:

Black EYe and Blacker Deeds
pressure to have the truth, the terested in Anwar's alleged
whole truth, and nothing but the sexual misconduct. Anwar, as
truth about this unpardonable even Justice Augustine Paul has
incident, must now raise press- repeatedly reminded Anwar's
ing questions about the admin- lawyers, is only being prosecuted
istration of justice in this coun- for allegedly interfering with potry.
lice investigations.

g

ogetherwiththeMalaysian nation, Aliran notes
that public demands to
know the truth behind the infamous 'black eye' that Anwar
Ibrahim suffered on the night of
20 September, 1998 has now produced a self-confessed villain.

That villain is none other than the
former Inspector~General of Police Tan Sri Rahim Noor who
confessed yesterday to having
assaulted Anwar while the latter
was defenceless and held in police custody.

Rahim Noor's five-month late
confession, made by his lawyer
to the Commission of Inquiry,
exposes the many lies and coverups that have characterised the
persecution of Anwar since 2
September, 1998.
Shortly after he had already assaulted Anwar, Rahim had the
temerity to lie by publicly 'assuring' the nation that Anwar was
safe and sound in police custody.
Even after Anwar's 'black eyed'
appearance in court, Prime Minister Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir
Mohamad had the audacity to
suggest that Anwar's injuries
were self-inflicted. Ever since
then, the Attorney General has
sat upon medical reports and
police reports and showed no
urgency in ensuring that justice
be done.

The Malaysian public will no
doubt be relieved to hear that no
low-level police personnel was
offered as a scapegoat for the
dastardly deed of the then most
high-ranking police officer.

By the same token, the Malaysian
people are not interested in how
mere words, supposedly uttered
by a blindfolded and handcuffed
Anwar, could have so severely
provoked Rahim to beat up
Anwar repeatedly in a police
cell? What they want to know is,
'How do the lies, insinuations
and delays petpetrated by then
Home Affairs Minister Dr
Mahathir Mohamad, then IGP
Rahim Noor and the present Attorney-General differ from
Anwar's alleged interference in
police investigations and the administration of justice?'
The nation has also been treated
to the deplorable spectacle of the
mass trial of 126 people that
arose out of the October 1998
demonstrations in Kuala
Lumpur. These ordinary people,
who were demonstrating peacefully in the interests of justice,
have been charged with unlawful assembly.

Aliran considers that more than
five months of such delays, lies
and cover-ups tantamount to a
travesty of justice especially
when contrasted with the ongo- What the nation wants to know
ing prosecution of other people. is, 'Has the conduct of any one
of those 126 accused persons
But Rahim's confession, which Malaysians have been told that been anywhere as violent, unonly came after sustained public the prosecution is no longer in- lawful or despicable as Rahim's
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The court has made its decision in the Anwar trial &ut it has not convinced ffte
• court ol pu&lic opinion.
All the perfumes of Arabia
will not sweeten the stench
that filled the air after the
Anwar Ibrahim trial decision
was announced. Indeed, the
stiff six-year jail term imposed on Anwar Ibrahim has
left Malaysian feeling nauseous.
Sentencing him to six years'
imprisonment is adding insult to injury. It is incomprehensible and rather unusual that the sentence
should begin from the date
of conviction instead of 20
September last year, the
date of Anwar's arrest. His
loss of freedom for almost
seven months has been
completely overlooked.

criminal and cowardly beating of
a defenceless person held under
police custody?'

Aliran welcomes the transparent manner in which the Commission of Inquiry has conducted its hearing thus far that
elicited Rahim's confession. Together with the Malaysian
people, Aliran demands that
Rahim be arrested and charged
immediately, prosecuted without delay, and, when found
guilty, be subjected to the most
stringent penalties provided by
law. Given his confession,
Rahim should also be immediately stripped of his titles, which
do not befit a person who has
behaved no better than a com-

This means his sentence is withholding information on
closer to seven years.
such blatant abuse of power.
The conspiracy of silence
What compounds the sense of within the police that
public outrage is that Anwar was shrouded this despicable epibrutally assaulted and beaten sode was ignored.
unconscious on the night of his
arrest. The sentencing failed to The court has made its deciconsider this.
sion in the Anwar trial but it
has not convinced the court of
In contrast, the Home Minister in public opinion. Like it or not,
charge of the police at the time, many ordinary Malaysians
Dr Mahathir Mohamad is ab- will agree with Anwar's decsolved of any responsibility for laration in court that "this trial
the lethal blows on Anwar and has been political persecution
his infamous black eye. Anwar's hiding behind the cloak of the
cowardly assailant Rahim Noor law." There is a stench in the
is still free. Shockingly, none of air, and it is not coming from
the other police personnel on culled pigs.
duty that fateful night who either
knew about or witnessed the asExect4tive CommiHee
sault has been implicated for
15 April1999

mon and brutal criminal.

Are these words to remain as
unmatched in deed as the AttorLet not the injustice symbolised ney General's many previous
by Anwar's black eye be allowed and equally brave-sounding
to cover up the blacker deeds of words? Or will the Public Proshigh-ranking people who have ecutor move without delay to
been only too quick to hound prosecute without fear or
other people. Let not innocent favour?
and ordinary people suffer the
indignities of persecution and In the name of justice for all Maprosecution while high-ranking laysians, Aliran urges the Compeople go unchallenged.
mission of Inquiry to investigate
all legal avenues and channels
On 5 January, 1999, the Attorney- available to bring to trial all othGeneral publicly stated: '1, as ers who have, in the AttorneyPublic Prosecutor, will not hesi- GeneraJ's words, 'abetted the
tate to consent to the institution commission' of the 'black eye'
of prosecution against any indi- incident.
vidual proved to have commitAliran Executive Committee
ted or abetted the commission of
1 March 1999
such crime.'
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""I don't know what a fair trial is if this is not a fair trial"
- Prime Minister Dr Maha#hir Mohamad, in an interview on Bloomberg TY, with reference to the Anwar trial.

The Malaysian Dilemma
by D J Muzaffar Tate
e all now know the verdict. Hardly a surprise,
you will say. But six
years plus plus? Whatever it may be, the consequence
is that we have taken one more
step towards the consolidation of
the authoritarian State in this
country. We are one move closer
to becoming a fully-fledged dictatorship.

which gives the
Agong the opportunity to
discuss and
possibly cause
the Prime Minister to reconsider! If the
Agong
is
merely
informed, he is
simply faced
with a fait ac-

The Writing
on the Wall
You don't believe me? Well, consider for a moment what the classic features of a dictatorship are
and then reflect on what has happened during the six months
since Anwar Ibrahim was arrested. The hallmark of a dictatorship is a situation where the
Executive dominates and controls all the major organs of State
- its head, the Legislature, the Judiciary, the media and - as goes
without saying- the main instruments of the Executive; the civil
service, the police and the armed
forces. Furthermore, the executive also controls the electoral
process, should this be allowed
to exist.
The events that have taken place
since Anwar was removed from
his post as Deputy Prime Minister demonstrate very dearly how
the Executive in this country, rep-

compli.
resented by the ruling political
Silence From
party and personified by the
Parliament
Prime Minister himself, controls
all the main organs of the State Parliament - the Legislature - as
and has made full use of them to we all know, has a thumping govperpetuate its own power.
ernment majority well over the
two-thirds necessary to pass constitutional
amendments. In what
The constitutional impotence of
have
been
the most critical mothe monarcl1y, already achieved
ments
in
our
political history as
by the constitutional crisis andrean
independent
nation, the
forms of the early 1990s, was
Barisan
Nasional's
members in
startingly demonstrated by the
manner in which Anwar himself Parliament, who are also supwas dismissed from office. This posed to be the people's reprewas not done by the Agong act- sentatives for their own constituing on the advice on the Prime encies, have with a very few
Minister, but by the Prime Min- honourable exceptions mainister exercising the Agong's con- tained a deafening silence in the
stitutional prerogative and then face of blatant abuses of power
informing the Agong about it! by the Executive. Still more deafMere semantics? No. If the ening has been the silence of the
Agong acts on the advice of the members of the Cabinet itself, not
Prime Minister, there must be one member of whom has seen
consultation between the two fit to question, let alone. protest
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against the crass abuses ofExecutive power.

Unholy Collusion
As for the Judiciary, only the
simple-minded can f.ail to have
discerned its political agenda and
the web of conspiracy and intrigue which has surrounded the
Anwar trial. All the indicators
point to a scenario in which the
former Deputy Prime Minister
has been framed for political reasons, and his downfall brought
about by an unholy collusion between the Executive and its main
enforcement arm, the police, on
the one hand, and certain members of the Judiciary on the other.
We should not waste our time
worrying about details of the proceedings, because these were no
more than a virtuoso (and, also,
unfortunately successful) performance by the judge and the prosecution to attend to the letter of
the law while at the same time removing any element of justice by
carefully isolating the deed from
its context. Suffice it to say that
evidence of 'a conspiracy at the
highest levels', as Anwar
claimed, was there in abundance
but was deemed irrelevant and
inadmissible. In other words, the
courts appear to have become a
mere extension of the Executive.
Even more blatant has been the
totally partisan role played by the
media - Television and radio and the Press as represented by
the leading national dailies
whether in Malay, English, Chinese or Tamil. Not only have we
been subjected to a chorus of
opinion siding solely with the
government - that is acceptable
editorial privilege - but also to a
very selective coverage of events:
so much so, for instance, that numerous rallies held all over the

Peninsula, attended by people in next general election. However,
their thousands, to protest the saga of the Sabah Elections
against the abuses of power that has not been a good augury rehave been taking place - which garding the sanctity of the eleccan hardly be considered non- toral process. In fact, the Sabah
events- have received scant if any elections did not turn on the
mention from the media.
Anwar episode but on Sabahan
concerns over the future of their
Similarly, the police have clearly State. However, no free election
been called upon by the govern- here. As we all know, the BN won
ment not to protect the funda- - through its control over the
mental rights of the citizen as pro- media, its threats to neglect the
vided for in the Constitution but State if it was not returned, the
to support its campaign to sup- profligate use of funds, and the
press dissent. One cannot blame brazen gerrymandering of the
the police per se for this, because electoral constituencies. As a rethey have no choice but to carry sult, even though the Barisan
out orders. It is the government failed to secure a majority of the
itself, in the person of the Minis- actual votes cast, they control the
ter of Home Affairs, which must State government with a comfortbe held responsible for the ac- able majority of seats.
tions of the police. The Minister
in question has the final author- What all this amounts to is simity over them in his role as the ply that to oppose the governpeople's elected representative ment in power has become a fuformally in charge of the forces tile and dangerous thing. Dissent,
of law and order.
as always under a dictatorship,
is regarded as tantamount to treaAs for the civil service, of course, son. Independent thinking is not
civil servants are not allowed to allowed. This trend has been
take part in politics in a public with us for a long time. Over the
capacity. Quite rightly so. But as last six months, the trend has
civil servants in recent months been greatly reinforced, to the
have discovered for themselves, extent of becoming an enormity.
if their sympathies are known to One does not have to be a suplie with the Reformasimovement porter of Anwar or of his politics
-regardless of whether they have to be outraged at the manner he
played an active role or not- they has been expelled from high ofstand the chance of having their fice, victimised, bullied and fipromotion deferred or of being nally sentenced to an inorditransferred to some distant state. nately long prison term out of all
proportion to his alleged crime.
One can only wonder why the
Vote Opposition
Mahathir regime has found it
Finally, the Executive's control necessary to go to such extraorover the electoral process: we dinary lengths in order to crush
have been told many times1 par- a political opponent.
ticularly by our brand new
Deputy Prime Minister, that ifwe Above all, there is the sheer
are unhappy with the govern- atrociousness of it all in terms of
ment, we can always cast our human decency. Never let us forvote for the Opposition in the get the case of Da tuk
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Nallakaruppan, and the confessions of Dr Munawar Anees,
Sukma Darmawan and Mior
Abdul Razak together with their
subsequent retractions contained
in affidavits which have yet to be
heard by the courts. If the government in power is prepared to
go to such lengths in order to protect its interests, whatever they
may be, we are in very deep
trouble indeed.

Rising Political
Awareness
Many people realise all this. This
is evident in the mammoth rallies which have been held up and
down the Peninsula, in the
packed seminars and forums, in
the great switch to the Internet
and Harakall for news and information, in the failure of the 'Raise
the Flag' campaign and other official attempts to curry pseudo
patriotism, in the rise of the
Reformasi movement and the
coalitions of opposition political
parties and NGOs to create a
united front in the name of justice and fair play. Those participating in these movements have
come from a wide spectrum of society, from retired civil servants
of high standing, academicians,
intellectuals and professionals to
the ordinary person in the street.
Speakers from the DAP have addressed predominantly Malay
audiences and have aroused
great applause. Likewise speakers from PAS have spoken before
predominantly Chinese audiences and received similar attention and support.

Common Ground
For Dissent
At last Malaysians appear to have
found real uncommon meeting
ground on which they can work
together. Fair and honest govern-

ment, genuine freedom of expres- nal services for this country,
sion and assembly, real equality amongst which not least has been
before the law (which should be the creation of a self-confidence
a just law), an end to detention and sense of pride in our potenwithout trial and police brutality, tial and achievements that was
and an untainted electoral pro- not there before. We are not in a
cess - these are things that every- revolutionary condition as in Inbody wants.
donesia where millions are living
at starvation level. We have
Unfortunately, although the po- never undergone the excesses of
litical awareness amongst Malay- the politics of Cambodia, or exsians is greater and more wide- perienced the horrors of civil war
spread than ever before, it is still in Vietnam, or the tyranny of
not enough. The number of those military dictatorship as in Burma.
converted to the need for politi- Therefore most people are all the
cal change and reform has grown less inclined to see the danger sigsignificantly but the uncon- nals in our own society and the
verted, the uncommitted still political trends that are taking
form the great silent majority. If place right now.
we are ever to escape the menace
Stand Up For
of becoming locked into an auOur Rights
thoritarian State forever, we have
to get through to these people - But the danger is real and
present. We must realise that
fast.
however competent and clever
Watch Out
our leaders may be, this can
For Danger
never give them the licence to
The problem is that in the mind disregard the ideas, opinions and
of the average Malaysian who beliefs of others or, with a suforms part of that great silent preme cynicism, to manipulate
majority, the reality of the politi- their fellow citizens in the pursuit
cal danger does not exist. There of their own interests. The only
are a number of reasons for this. safeguard to pre\'ent this from
happening is to ensure that the
To begin with, we Malaysians are democratic institutions, so clearly
really a very favoured lot. We spelt out in our original Constihave enjoyed political stability by tution, are restored, preserved
and large for a generation, a great and maintained. What we
feat for a newly-independent na- might lose in efficiency, we will
tion. We havealsoenjoyedan irn- gain in human dignity and selfpressi ve measure of economic respect. If we do not stand up
growth and prosperity over the and demand the basic elements
same period. Political power has of good and fair go\·ernance in
changed hands peacefully four our country, democracy will betimes from one prime minister to come ever-increasingly a sham
the next - another achievement. and power ·will become perAll our prime ministers in their petuated in the hand:> of a smalJ
different ways have been capable governing elite who will bend
men, right for their own times. national priori tie::. to rhe protecMost people would agree in par- tion of their own interests.
ticular, that Mahathir, the fourth There will be no future for our
in line, has performed many sig- children. 0
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'llle Social Colllract
... Maka titah Seri Teri Buana*, "Apa janji yang
dikehendaki oleh bapaku itu?" Maka sembah
Demang Lebar Daun**, "Tuanku, segala anak cucu
patik sedia akan jadi hambalah ke bawah Duli Yang
Dipertuan; hendaklah ia diperbaiki oleh anak cucu
tuan hamba; syahac.lan jikalau i11 berdosa, sebesarbesar dosanya sekalipun, jangan ia difadihatkan
dan dinista dengan kata yang jahat-jahat; jikalau
besar dosanya dibunuh, itupun jikalau patut pada
hukum syarak".

... And Sri Tri Buana* asked, "What is this undertaking that you would have of me?" Demang Lebar
Daun** answered, ''Your Highness, the descendants of your humble servant shall be the subjects
of your Majesty's throne, but they must be well
treated by your descendants. If they offend, they
shall not, however grave be their offence, be disgraced or reviled with evil words: if their offence
is grave, let them be put to death, if that is in accordance with Muhammadan law.

Maka titah baginda, "Kabullah hamba. Akan janji
bapa hamba?". Demang Lebar Daun, ''Janji yang
mana itu?" Maka titah Seri Teri Buana, "Hendaklah
pada akhir zaman kelak anak cucu bapa jangan
durhaka pada anak cucu hamba, jikalau ia zalim
dan jahat pekertinya sekalipun". Maka sembah
Demang Lebar Daun, "Baiklah tuanku, tetapi
jikalau anak cucu tuanku dahulu mengubahkan
dia, anak cucu patik pun mengubahkan dia". Maka
titah Seri Teri Buana, "Baiklah, kabullah hamba
akan wa'ad itu". Maka keduanya pun bersumpahsumpahlah, barang siapa mengubahkan
perjanjiannya itu dibalik Allah Subhanahu wa
Ta'ala bumbungan rumahnya ke bawah, kaki
tiangnya ke atas. Itulah sebabnya maka dinugerah
akan Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala kepada segala
raja-raja Melayu, tiada penah memberi aib pada
segala hamba Melayu; jikalau sebagai mana
sekalipun besar dosanya, tiada diikatnya dan
digantungnya dan difadihatkannya dengan kata
yang jahat. Jikalau ada seorang raja memberi aib,
itu alamat negeri akan dibinasakan Allah
Subhanahu wa Ta'ala. Syahadan segala hamba
Melayu pun dinugrahakan Allah Subhanahu wa
Ta'ala tiada penah durhaka dan memalingkan
mukanya kepada rajanya, jikalau jahat sekalipun
pekertinya dan aniaya sekalipun.

And the King replied, "I agree to give the understanding for which you ask: but I in my turn require an undertaking from you, sir." And when
Demang Lebar Daun asked what the undertaking
was, the King answered, "that your descendants
shall never for rest of time be disloyal to my descendants, even if my descendants oppress them
and behave evilly." And Demang Lebar Daun said,
"Very well, your Highness. But if your descendants
depart from the terms of the pact, then so will
mine." And Sri Tri Buana replied, ''Very well, I
agree, I agree to that covenant'': whereupon both
of them took a solemn oath to the effect that whoever departed from the terms of the pact, let his
house be overturned by Almighty God so that its
roof be laid on the ground and its pillars be inverted. And that is why it has been granted by Almighty God to Malay rulers that they shall never
put their subjects to shame, and that those subjects
however gravely they offend shall never be bound
or hanged or disgraced with evil words. If any ruler
puts a single one of his subjects to shame, that shall
be a sign that his kingdom wUJ be destroyed by
Almighty God. Similarly it has been granted by Almighty God to Malay subjects that they shall never
be disloyal or treacherous to their rulers, even if their
rulers behave evilly or inflict injustice upon them.

* a mythical ruler who had come down "from heaven" here representing "the Malay rulers".
" the Palembang King but here representing "the people".
Source: SejlliWII Meltlyu -Millay Rumi transliteration by Abdul Rahman Hj Ismail, KL: MBRAS, 1998,
pp.86-87.

English translation by C C Brown, KL: Oxford University Press, reprint 1970, p. 16
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surely.

*****

Viagra A ain!
This is the truth. The Malaysian
Ereclile Dysfunction Advisory
Council has been established!!!
Was anyone aware of this? lt is
being given the august job of informing the public and doctors
how Viagra should be used. They
will have an uphill job because it
seems that Malaysia has got areally big market for the drug. And
it's being priced the cheapest in
the region, at RM38 per 50 mg
pill. Why are so many men in
Malaysia suffering from ED? I
thought that it is only in public
discourse that people are impotent but it is clear that all this business of protecting your skjn all
too often in public might even
lead to ED in your boudoir.
Ever wonder why several ministers are looking so g lum these
days? In making statements on
TV, their faces are deadpan, their
eyes glassy and they seem to be
in a daze. There does not seem to
be enough of a passion in them
anymore. There's something
that's troubling them. 1t cou ldn' t
be business interests since the

KLSE is beginning a bullrun or
so they tell us. Nor could it be
the KeAd ilan threat since there is
not supposed to be wind under
its sails. Perhaps we should be
watching out for soaring Viagra
sales.

*****
Kee Phaik Ch n and
Nik Aziz: What's
the Conn ction?
WouLd you expect Kee Phaik
Cheen and Nik Aziz (whose
statements on women stirred
controversy) to be working in
sync? What unlikely bedfellows,
you may say, but they do have
shared thoughts! To quote Kee,
chairperson of the Penang Consultative Committee for Women's
Development, works hops for
brides w iJl be organised, "to help
make brides-Lo-be, better
homemakers .... we don't want
marriages to break down because
women did not play their roles
as the caretakers of families."
What about workshops for
grooms-to-be? What's said to the
bride is good for the groom too,
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The latest scary development is
that some dogs and goats have
been tested positive for the Nipal1
virus, and some have even died.
The authorities are now rounding up stray animals and Ling
Liong Sik announced that they
will also be conducting tests on
birds, rats and bats to find out the
natural host for the Nipall virus.
The horses are off the hook, one
million pigs have been killed, but
how in the world arc we going
to control and contain flying creatures and roaming rodents? We
are deeply concerned about the
seriousness of this phenomenon.
Can the newspapers stop flaunting pictures of grinning tycoons
handing out giant mock cheques
to the MCA as though their charity alone is going to solve the
problem. Get real, cease the denial, focus on the problem and
enough of the "feel good" crap!.
No doubt the MCA's own elections are around the comer. But
we want to save lives, not some
MCA politicians.

*****
Th
Literary Laureate Shahnon
Ahmad has caused an uproar
with the publication of his book
" __ " (we won't write it
down, but it means excreta). Two
UMNO divisions in Penang have
called for the book to be banned
and Shah non Lobe stripped of his
Sasterawan Negara (National Literary Laureate) title. Meanwhile,
the first print run of 15,000 has
been sold oul. Banning it is sure
to send sa les soaring to stratosphere in next print runs. I've had

surely.

*****

Ung's Birds,
Rats and Bats

Vlagra Again!
This is the truth. The Malaysian
Erectile Dysfunction Advisory
Council has been established!!!
Was anyone aware of thls? It is
being given the august job of informing the public and doctors
how Viagra should be used. They
will have an uphill job because it
seems that Malaysia has got areally big market for the drug. And
it's being priced the cheapest in
the region, at RM38 per 50 mg
pill. Why are so many men in
Malaysia suffering from ED? 1
thought that it is only in public
discourse that people are impotent but it is clear that all this business of protecting your skin aU
too often in public might even
lead to ED in your boudoir.

KLSE is beginning a bullrun or
so they tell us. Nor could it be
the KeAdilan threat since there is
not supposed to be wind under
its sails. Perhaps we should be
watching out for soaring Viagra
sales.

*****
Kee Phaik Cheen and
Nik Aziz: What's
the Connection?

Would you expect Kee Phaik
Cheen and Nik Aziz (whose
statements on women stirred
controversy) to be working in
sync? What unlikely bedfellows,
you may say, but they do have
shared thoughts! To quote Kee,
chairperson of the Penang Consultative Committee for Women's
Ever wonder why several minis- Development, workshops for
ters arc looking so glum these brides will be organised, "to help
days? ln making statements on make brides-to-be, better
Tv, their faces are deadpan, their homemakers ....we don't want
eyes glassy and they seem to be marriages to break down because
in a daze. There does not seem to women did not play their roles
be enough of a pa.c;sion in them as the caretakers of families."
anymore. There's something What about workshops for
that's troubling them. It couldn't grooms-to-be? What's said to the
be business interests since the bride is good for the groom too,
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The latest scary development is
that some dogs and goats have
been tested positive for the Nipa h
virus, and some have even died.
The authorities are now rounding up stray animals and Ling
Liang Sik announced thal they
will also be conducting tests on
birds, rats and bats to find out the
natural host for the Nipah virus.
The horses are off the hook, one
million pigs have been killed, but
how in the world are we going
to control and contain flying creatures and roaming rodents? We
are deeply concerned about the
seriousness of this phenomenon.
Can the newspapers stop flaunting pictures of grinning tycoons
handing out giant mock cheques
to the MCA as though their charity alone is going to solve the
problem. Get real, cease the denial, focus on the problem and
enough of the "feel good" crap!.
No doubt the MCA's own elections are around the corner. But
we want to save lives, not some
MCA politicians.

*****
The Faeces State
Literary Laureate Shalmon
Ahmad has caused an uproar
with the publication of his book
"
'' (we won't write it
down, but it means excreta). Two
UMNO divisions in Penang have
called for the book to be banned
and Shalmon to be stripped of his
Sastcrawan Negara (National Literary Laureate) title. Meanwhile,
the first print run of 15,000 has
been sold out. Banning it is sure
to send sales soaring to stratosphere in next print runs. I've had

a chance to read parts of the book
and it is hilariously fetid.
Shahnon explains in the introduction of his book that it is pure
allegory and written in the genre
of political satire. The c~ief protagonist is PM which is an alias
for crap and an unmentionable
Malay swearvmrd which can be
abbreviated to PM. In the book,
PM leads a band of unthinking,
obsequious followers who thrive
on the culture of foulness
(kebusukan). No one questions
his authority until Wirawan leads
a revolt but he is of course expelled unceremoniously by the
rear end - where else? That's
where all power resides and, PM
as head of the faeces world, controls it. After Wirawan is expelled
from the big intestine, he is
cleansed by the earth, wind, water, sun and trees and welcomed
by the people. The story continues and the crap (oops!), plot
thickens.

Simatahati Si Ketul a/1 Tambi. As
the saying goes, if the cap fits,
wear it.

preneurial spirit!)

By the way, here are the Top 5
comments from prominent national figures on the book:

Congratulations to the Urban
Development Committee of the
Malaysian Youth Council on their
strategy to send youths out to
survey Kuala Lumpur toilets.
Yes, another way to prevent
bohsia, Iepak (loafing) and, horrors, REFORMASI participation
(that's the dirtiest thing, right?)
because you become aware of
"dirt'' outside toilets. So, no need
to think, just look for toilets: flush
working, ah? Got toilet paper, ah?
A certain state exco member in
Penang would be very happy
that youths and toilets are coming together, because clean toilets
reflect a clean government, right?

Koh Tsu Koon: "I am appalled by
excerpts of the novel made available to me today .... While there
is freedom of speech in the country (sic) .... It must be carried out
with decorum."
(My comment: Come now CM,
was the 50 Dalil book done with
decorum?)
Abdullah Hussain (fellow laureate): "I turned to the first and second pages and decided not to
read il The book contain words
which I have never used.''
(My comment: Did you stop
reading the newspapers when
words like liwnt, sodomis, dulmr,
air mani were freely used in reporting the various trials?)

I cannot see how the NST (April
21, 1999) has surmised that "the

contents of the book appear to be
a veiled attack on Dr. Mahathir
and his associates in the government." For one thing, there is not
a single place name mentioned in
the book. For another, there is no
recognisable person's name in it.
Why do we always think only
Malaysia Bolch? Other leaders in
other parts of the world are also
capable of doing the foul things
attributed to tl1e book's protagonist, PM.

Zahid Hamidi: "If one does not
agree with an individual.. .. The
way to do it is with kias yang
lebih molek (writing that is more
sweet)."
(My comment: How does one
condemn ugliness with beautiful
words? We await a sweet novel
on cronyism by Zahid.)
Sak Cheng Lum: "This is not the
Malaysian way."
(My comment: ls the relentless
airing of sexual imagery during
theAnwar,Munawar,Sukma trials by the media the Malaysian
way?)

Besides the "unprintable" words,
the literary laureate has coined
some
awesome-sounding
phrases such as Toktok Ilakeng, Rahmat Ariffin: "I will reprint the
Bajingan Durhaka, Si Ketul book due to an increased deDongok Tua Bergelembir, Si mand."
Ketul Badut, Si Dongkiang, (My comment: Bravo printer,
Simatamata yang tak punya that's the true Malaysian entre-
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A Toilet Tale

She was just echoing the PM
who, sometime in the past, was
already concerned about the is~
sue of toilet cleanliness. Ministers
travclling abroad as well as their
whole entourage were directed
that part of their R & R must involve a critica I survey and ana Iysis of toilets: toilets that use IT to
control themselves, toilets with
music, self-cleaning ones and
what-have-you. What has come
of that project? Did the PM flush
everything d<w.m the tube? As
good citizens, we should do our
own flushing too -what, or who
to flush out? You decide.

*****
Smelling a Rat
We have yet another document
on sale soon, the 528 page wordy
report of the Royal Commission
on Anwar's injuries. But what's
the point - the accused was finally charged butdoesnotapply
for bail since he has not been arrested. So, you can survey tandas

(toilet) after tandas but some VIPs The health authorities now admit
walk free still perfuming the air that the epidemic is caused by the
with their bau busuk (stink) and Nipah virus. Yet the authorities
enjoying life with their mates, refuse to come clean continuing
new wives, buddies, etc. No won- to insist that the early 18 deaths
der, despite our youths' diligence were caused by the JE virus. This
in cleaning toilets they will still is disputed by an increasing
be asking, "why still got bad number of local medical personsmell, ah ?"
nel, virologists and epidemiologists as an article in the latest issue of Science magazine indiLies, Rumours, Fitnah cates. This article has been distributed widely via the Internet.
Who and what are we to believe But the local media, apparently
these days?
gagged, have yet to acknowledge
the counter claims and continue
Well we now have a Royal Com- to toe the official line.
mission confirming that the lGP
was responsible for Anwar's Alas, history appears to be reblack eye. The Commission's peating itself. For a cloak of misfinding, in fact, confirms the information continues to sur"rumour" - which first ap- round the tragic deaths of cllilpeared in the Intemet almost im- dren that occurred in Sarawak
mediately after Anwar was pre- about a year ago which the
sented in court, with his neck Health authorities then insisted
brace, bruised arm and famous were caused by the Co~sackie 8
black eye- that the lGP was the virus. fn spite of scientific eviculprit.
dence, including that by local
medical and health personnel to
b1 this regard, recall also how the the contrary, the Health authoriforeign media, the Internet and ties, till now, have not come clean.
the rumour mill used to talk Nor has the local media made
about the factionalism in UMNO efforts to remove this cloak of
and the differences between Dr misinformation.
Mahathir and Anwar Ibrahim
before September 1998. For such Indeed, they have been involved
talk, they were constantly con- in several misadventures themdemned and chastised by the au- selves as in the media's biased
thorities. Does one remember coverage of the reccntSabah elecany report in the local media in- tions and the misleading reports
vestigating seriously the trutl1 of on what Nik Aziz, the Kelantan
the matter? Well, the differences Menteri Besar said vis-a -vis
turned out to be more than true. women and work (ou both see
Alirnn Monthly Vol19 no 3).
Yet another "talk" concerns the
so-called viral encephalitis epi- Dr Mahatrur tells us not to believe
demic which has caused the "the lies" spread by foreign medeaths of almost 100 people, the dia, the "fitnah" in the Internet
culling of one million pigs and and the people's rumour mills. lt
the collapse of an entire industry all depends, I suppose, on how
which acc01mted for the liveli- we define "lies", "fitnah", and
hood of thousands of Malaysians. "rumours". 0

The Just

And
The Worthy

*****
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The just a nd the
worthy must suffer
so that ideals may be
known and disseminated. You have to
strike the vase and
break it to release its
perfume. You have
to smite the rock in
order to draw the
spark.

There

is

something prov1dential in the perse-

cution of tyrants.
-Jose Rizal
Filipino patriot and social
reformer

The Pardon
That Never Came•••
..
Was Lim Guan Eng a victim ol double standards?

by Ronnie Liu
•111!1!1 f is indeed puzzling why

govemment poltticians
who are convicted of mttrder and corruption can secure a pardon whilst an opposition
parliamentananlike myself was unsuccessful whenl have not stolen a
single ce11t or harmed a single person. Is demanding the truth and justice for an underage girl wJw was detained--- even though she was raped
whilst her rapists were set free --- a
greater crime than murder or corruption?"
These are words written to me in
a letter by Guan Eng on the day
he received the official letter from
the palace that his appeal to the
King has been turned down.
Although Guan Eng did not spell
out the names of those convicted
government politicians, Malaysians with a reasonably good
memory can tell you that they are
none other than then Youth, Culture and Sports minister,
Mokhtar Hashim and former
Selangor Mentri Besar Harun
Idris.
Mokhtar was sentenced to death
for murdering Negri Sembilan
State Assembly Speaker, Datuk
Taha, while Harun was found
guilty of severa I corruption
charges and was handed down a
five-year jail sentence. Both of
them were granted royal pardons
and were released before their

tice, Freedom, Democracy and
Good Governance, were obviously not taken seriously by the
authorities.
We in the D AP had never held
high hopes about securing the
much-needed pardon for Guan
Eng simply because we believed
that he was a victim of political
persecution. Both the pardon
boards in the state and federal
levels arc represented by Attorney General Mohtar Abdullah,
full sentence was completed, the same person who counter-apkeeping their datuk-ship as well. pealed for an enhanced sentence
for Guan Eng in the Court of ApHarun went on to contest in the peal presided by Federal Court
Ampang Parliamentary by-elec- Judge Sri Ram. And the fact that
tion in 1989 as an independent the Malacca Pardons Board concandidate but was soundly de- sists of a significant number of
feated by Ong Tee Kiat, the Barisan Nasional appointees cerpresent deputy speaker of the tainly did not help in strengthening our faith and confidence.
Lower House.
Guan Eng is not the only one who You may ask why the DAP still
is puzzled as millions of ordinary went ahead with the application.
Malaysians also cannot under- We had to do il because nobody
stand why he has failed when wants to see Guan Eng in jail, and
others convicted of much more the Malaysian public in general
serious crimes were granted a believed that this was the onlypardon. No one can blame them and last- chance to enable Guan
for thinking that Guan Eng has Eng to walk out of prison and
been treated unfairly, and a continue to play his role as an MP.
double standard has been set.
After alt this is a citizen's right
enshrined in our Constitution,
The hopes and aspirations of the paramount law in our coun300,000 right-minded Malaysians try.
who signed their names in the
nation-wide petition for pardon The outcome cruelly proves our
launched by the Council of Jus- doubts were not unfounded.
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Guan Eng has lost almost everything he was entitled to as an MP.
Not only has he lost his monthly
allowance, gratuity and pensions
that an MP is entitled to, he has
also lost his professional status as
an accountant.
His political career is also gravely
jeopardised as he cannot contest
in any general or by-election for
five years from the time he walks
out of Kajang Prison. He is also
barred from holding any post in
any political party or association.

Is this fair to a man who is known
not only for his courage in fighting injustices but also for his tireless service to the people since the
day he was elected as an MP? Is
this fair to Guan Eng's wife, Betty,
and their three little children,
who are denied the love and affection of their beloved father? Or
should we convince Guan Eng's
children that their father was
wrong to help Nenek Pendek in
the first place? What sort of values would our children be taught
if we allow someone who was
just trying his best to help others
in difficulty to be punished so severely? Should we change our
textbooks for moral classes in our
primary schools to indicate there
are different strokes for different
folks?
Guan Eng told me several times
before his incarceration that he
would have no regrets going to
jail if that was the price to pay for
his struggle to fight for justice for
all But he really hoped his sacrifice would not be in vain and that
it would help to bring about
changes and reforms in the
country's political system and
social environment.
That is a most noble and reason-

able aspiration, and we should all our freedom fignters? Who can
wake up to respond to Guan come to our help when those who
Eng's call to make a difference. dare and care to help are lanGuan Eng has set a very good guishing in prison cells? Are
example for all of us to emulate. there any more heroes left out
His action speaks much louder there?
than the hollow words repeatedly uttered by the Barisan Guan Eng had always called for
Nasional leaders who suppos- more people to come forward to
edly champion a caring society.
make a change in the country. He
repeatedly expressed his hope
Guan Eng's courage to risk his that there would be hundreds
political life to protect a helpless, and thousands of Lim Guan
underage girl of another race has Engs to replace him in his abnot only helped promote ethnic sence. His optimism hinges on
understanding and harmony in the motto "dare to struggle, dare
our multiethnic society, but also to win." I know Guan Eng does
helped to change the negative not want us to feel sad over his
perception of the DAP in the incarceration and his disqualifiminds of many, particularly the cation as a Member of ParliaMalays. They have begun to ment He wants us Malaysians to
harbour doubts about the mass stand up for our rights and kickmedia's portrayal of the DAP all start reforms in our country.
these years as Chinese chauvinist, anti-Malay, anti-Islam, and "It's my hope that my loss can
filled with radicals.
help to encourage more Malaysians to embrace our cause of
We want to tell Guan Eng that his truth, justice and democracy.
sacrifice will not go down in vain.
The message sent by 300,000 'We can be proud that we dare
Malaysians of different ethnic to dream of a new Malaysian conbackgrounds and religions is sciousness, where Malaysians are
loud and clear: they all respect not a prisoner of their racial haand salute him for his bravery tred and religious fears but to
and his selfless act. His dream for demand equal justice for all. We
a better Malaysia may well be ful- have a right to this sense of
filled in the long run as the gross achievement that we are the true
injustice shown in his case has Malaysians!"
opened many eyes and touched
many hearts. His predicament All these words came from the
has sparked a fighting spirit not man living in the dark cell right
just amongst the politically con- in the inner sanctum of Kajang
scious but also among the ordi- Prison. Can anyone, living outside
nary apolitical lot.
those four walls, iguore his call a11d

do nothing? 0
The call for reforms took an even
greater urgency when a similar
fate befell former deputy prime
minister Anwar Ibrahim. Two
men, who most people believe
are innocent, have been jailed.
What will happen to the rest of
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Rormie Liu is the National
Assistant Secretary of the
oppositi011 DemocrAtic ActioriParty

From .C risis to Reform
by Johan Saravanamuttu
An unparalleled spate of events has spilled into the politial arena at a remarkable pace in the last year. How
will these developments affect the tenor of poUtics and
what will be eome of its immediate and medium-term
effects? JOHAN SA.RAVANAMUI1U believes that poUtlal reform is in the offing.
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believe we are experiencing one of the most
significant episodes of
Malaysian political history. Malaysia is in the grips of
yet another bout of political turmoil but one, which is entirely
consonant with the further engendering democracy in this
country. There is of course a
downside. For the embryonic
Reformasi movement, the families
of Anwar Ibrahim, Lim Guan Eng
and the OKT's (Orang Kena
Tuduh), the current episode also
represents yet another imposition
of the dark, sinister power of the
state, wielded by unscrupulous
leaders, a repressive power that
can so easily be brought to bear
on political dissent.
However, on balance, I would say
that the events, wittingly or otherwise, have impelled new awakenings of political consciousness
in the Malaysian body politic. Let
me take our attention beyond U1e
actual outburst of peaceful street
demonstrations which have had
a sustaining power few would
have predicted. Although not

unrelated to the street happenings, there have been some truly
remarkable developments elsewhere, as it were. More and more
Malaysians are evidently now
choosing to ignore the "official"
media and to pick up information
from alternative news purveyors.
The PAS weekly newspaper
Harakalz is said to have hit a circulation of more than 300,000.
Indeed, people have become so
politicised that they have created
and used a host of alternative
news sources to the existing, government-dominated media. 1
would also suspect that more
people are now tuning in to the
BBC radio news and are watching CNN, CNBC and other nonMalaysian-government sponsored news channels.
For the 900,000 Malaysian
internet users, not only have the
number of Refomzasi Internet sites
increased by leaps and bounds
bul the numbt:r of hit~ on the
most popular ones have been unimaginable. For example, Laman
Reformasi (a.k.a. Mahazalim) at
the time of writing has had well
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Dmumdmg tht rtpeal of the ISA

over 4 million hits since October
1998. A constrained Internet user
myself, I have spotted at least 30
reformasi-related sites at the last
count. There are also a number of
list serves and web-sites -- free
Malaysia, sangkancil, adilnet,
saksi -- which regularly carry
spirited, often highly cerebral, alternative reports and commentaries on the unfolding events.

A Civil Society
In the Making?
It's one thing to have an outpouring of dissent and another to harness the energy in such a manner as to propel the growth of
new, stable social structures and
institutions of democracy. The
buzzword these days is civil society, that is, the political and social space occupied by individuals and groups who are not un-

der the thumb of the state. Is Ma- heartened by the number of
laysia moving towards such a young people who have joined
civil society? Will the Reformasi the Reformasi movement and
movement lead us there or at who are now prepared to shed
least begin the first important the ethnic approach to politics.
steps?
Unfortunately, there is a large,
silent, portion of Malaysian sociIn my view, Malaysia already has ety, still unwilling to go the extra
a civil society but it has always distance to demonstrate their disbeen a weak one. It also has been taste (disgust?) for the kinds of
one that was flawed by the per- things they see happening which
vasiveness of ethnic discourse they know is plain unjust and
where the electoral and political unfair. Shall we say, the cloak of
process itself was self-conscious- state patronage and dominance
nes.c; ethnicised by manipulative has grown heavily on them. It's
political actors and swallowed up hard to shed the yoke of an opby a quiescent public. As politi- pression which is often very
cal thinkers have pointed out, subtle and one in which we all
civil society is the site (or social have been willful participants.
space) for the state to effect its he- But 1 try to convince myself that
gemony or control over people, recent events have shaken us out
simplybecause they tend to be so of our stupour and stultification
pliant and compliant. Put differ- - I pray I'm not proven wrong.
ently, the state can use the classic
carrot and stick tactic of mainTowards
taining social control with
Political Reform
aplomb especially in a society
such as ours. Malaysia's To the pessimists I would say that
ethnicised political system easily this is perhaps the most signifiallows for this. Our Malaysian cant opportunity before Malaygovernments, past and present, sian society to effect a profound
have been supremely expert in change in our political system
exerting its hegemony on its citi- and, by that token, on society itzens. Through the NEP and other self. The Reformasi movement
policies of ethnic accommodation has shown in no uncertain terms
it has managed to keep the either through its own actions or
Bumiputeras happy and the non- those perpetrated on it by the
Bumiputeras, not too unhappy.
state that peaceful, political protest and dissent is not tolerated
How does a civil society break by Dr. Mahathir's government.
through such barriers of social Indeed, the government is wont
control? The development of a to use and twist events to disgenuine civil society requires that credit what is essentia lly the
individuals and groups stand up genuine and honest expression of
against injustice and the lack of political dissent. The new Parti
fair play, and to stand up not just Keadilan Nasional, which is
for their own rights but for those multiethnic in approach and
of "the other". Has the current membership, and the other main
episode prodded at least some opposition parties -- PAS, the
sections of Malaysian society into DAP and the PRM - have indisuch a mould of tlUnking? I be- cated their willingness to band
lieve it has. One should be truly together to form a front against
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the BN govemmen t. Although
the opposition front has not formally unveiled its manifesto, it is
clear that a thorough-going political reform must be a major
plank of that manifesto.
Not all cylinders are firing yet,
but a newly revved up civil society will provide the engine for the
opposition front's campaign.
Many Malaysians are now hungry for change and want a true
alternative to the BN government
and its policies. More and more
are demanding the repeal of all
unjust and undemocratic laws
such as the ISA and Police Act,
the restoration of the independence of the judiciary and the
strict separation of powers between the executive arm of government and the legislature. And,
above all, they would demand
that Malaysia has a Free Press.
The Internet has already provided civil society with the
means to hear and engage with
alternative perspectives of fellow
Malaysians of all ethnic and religious stripes and the expression
of their dissenting views. Not all
the exchanges have been friendly,
nor do they need to always be so;
however, the dynamics created
have been generally positive
rather than negative. In the
event of the establishment of a
new, democratically reformed
Malaysian government, these
alternative media -- already
present in cyberspace despite
the presence of a repressive
government-- would be able to
do so in the open. Political reform is within our reach and, I
would argue, inevitable. 0
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The Rot Within Us
The process of putrefaction and decomposition
is happening inside us rather than outside
by Dr Maznah Mohamad

g

hese days Malaysians
console themselves by
comparing their situation to other countries. The atrocities they witness in their own
backyard are child's play compared to say, Sierra Leone, where
reports say that women and children are routinely maimed to instil fear towards some forces.
Many Malaysians think that they
still have some semblance of a democracy compared to Burma,
where a legitimately elected
party, nine years ago, is still prevented from forming a government. Almost all Malaysians take
comfort that they are nowhere
near to a Kosovo, where daily
killings and massacres are tragically reduced to nothing more
than photo and video flashes of
motionless bodies for the casual
seeker of news.
But should all this be a cause for
rejoicing? Why not repugnance
instead at the way we are being
insulted to think that this nation
is the most "benign" and "not
bad" compared with other disfigured regimes? Why not nauseate at the way our minds are being shaped and shackled by government lies, propaganda and
half-truths, courtesy of the morning papers and the evening
news? Why not loathe the way
the establishment thinks of our
youths as empty vessels only ca-

pable of undirected chaos? If we "they have their reasons to do
don't care to feel repulsed by all so"; you'd catch the drift and
of this what are we? Just being leave him to his own ambition
practical? Just being street--smart? about playing safe to rise up in
his staircase to pangknt dan pingat
Almost two years after the start (position and recognition).
of the economic meltdown, eight
months after Anwar Ibrahim's A Chinese Malaysian professacking and cowardly assault, sional in his late 30s had just redays after his appalling sentenc- turned from a long stay abroad
ing, innumerable allegations of a and is now working in a multidiabolical high-level political national firm in an industrial esconspiracy and bouts of govern- tate. While expressing great conment mismanagement over a cern about the verdict passed on
most terrifying killer virus out- Anwar Ibrahim, he was neverbreak, many of us will continue theless being practical about his
with ''business as usual". I spoke stance. First, he could underto several people and mingled stand, matter-of-factly why they
with some, who were not tooter- had to put Anwar away as "they''
ribly effusive about the prospects had a lot to protect and weren't
of refonnnsi. They have their rca- so stupid as to let him free to exsons and I, my despair.
pose what's underneath. He
doesn't think that the Malays are
A Malay academic in his 50s who going to be able to keep up with
holds a high administrative po- all that rabble-rousing as they
sition in his department prefers could easily be bought off.
to remain silent and keep everything close to his chest. Do not The Chinese are not too conexpect any spontaneous com- cerned about the politics of the
ments on current events from issue because the Chinese have
him. If he happens to be caught never depended on the governin a group talking about the cur- ment. He said that he himself had
rent buzz you would be sure to fended for his own wealth and
catch him embarrassed and eva- welfare and it really would not
sive about joining in the fray to make any difference even if there
hurl his one or two takes on the was no government at all He felt
issue. Normally it would go the that the export sector was the
way of the morning papers - backbone of Malaysia and none
whether the quietly slipped re- of the businesspeople there are
sponse was "it's self-inflicted" or going to jeopardize their liveliAliron Monthly M.oy 1999: 19(4) Page 26

hood for the reformasi cause.

compassion for any system of for corruption, cronyism and
government, particularly any nepotism."
lasked him what made him think ideology or political platitudes
that the opposition government curbing personal freedom. Anar- To that I enthusiastically reif it ever they came to power was chic and mistrustful of govern- sponded and said, "Reverse all
not going to prote~t business?
ment, he could not really be both- that; that's what Parti Keadilan
ered if Anwar was sentenced to would stand for."
He had never thought of it.
six years or 20 years in jail.
She laughed. Our conversation
I asked him whether his business Then there was this woman, a trailed off and did not find
friends are at all perturbed by the Malay educator, in her late 40s. enough of a momentum to conblatant injustices surrounding the You would call her an activist tinue.
Anwar Ibrahim triaL
when it comes to defending nationalist causes, especially in Of course these arc all random
"It would take another two gen- her field, which was to opinions, but I will not be surerations of Malaysians before indigenize and cleanse out for- prised that the above stances are
they could reach that level of con- eign elements in the school cur- replicated among a considerable
sciousness to react politically to riculum. It was not difficult for cross-section of our urban popuinjustices," he replied.
her to be totally absorbed in her lation. Thus, going by the above
work without really bothering reactions, what we are seeing is a
I countered, "Aren't we sweep- about the political turmoil tired, listless, pessimistic, cynical
ing too many things under the around the country.
and detached middle-class, quite
carpet, that it would only get
ready to succumb to any violaworse and one day explode?'' r She had one formula to live by: tion of their civil rights in any
mentioned that that was what compartmentalise one's lives. Set way.
happened in pre-war Italy when boundaries and separate one conthe middle-class was quite con- cern from the other. Mahathir, Malaysians think that being pragtent to sacrifice freedom for se- the father of the Malaysian car matic is best. They are not going
curity, until Mussolini did his industry, must be seen apart from to live their lives dangerously,
damnable.
the Mahathir who defiled and take risks with their political conincarcerated Anwar over the victions or jeopardise their selfTo that suggestion, he recoiled in most audaciously farcical of ish ambitions. "If you are sleepshock and pronounced, "No, no, charges and deprived six young ing with the enemy there's hardly
no, that would never happen in children of their father. In fact, any choice," is their thinking.
Malaysia."
she was really into the business
of "separating"; separate Rahim The best form of regulation for
A Malay man in his mid-40s who Thamby Chik's private misde- the oppressor upon the opworks as an administrator in a meanor from his philanthropic pressed is self-surveillance. The
bank is totally convinced that bent; separating the injustices state no longer even needs to deAnwar Ibrahim was what the against Anwar from the justices ploy its police, its repl'essive laws
Prime Minister once said of his given of other people.
or its propaganda machine to
sexual orientation. Being a Malay
ensure that the people comply.
College alumnus himself he A Chinese woman lawyer in her The ultimate triumph of this govclaims to have some inside early 30s was sceptical about the ernment is really to have
knowledge about what used to prospect of Parti Keadilan privatised its instruments of congo on behind the hallowed dor- Nasional making any impact. She trol and repression. Who's abmitories of the Eton of the East. asked, "What does it stand for sorbing the cost for aU this? Our
own selves, within the fortress of
Being a total cynic of every poli- anyway?"
tician and businessman, he is
our private safety nets and the
nevertheless a great believer in I asked if she knew what Barisan calm of inaction. The process of
putrefaction and decomposition
the conspiracy theory of the West Nasional stood for.
toppling Asian economies. Overis happening inside rather than
all, he does not really have any The immediate reply was: "Yes, outside. 0
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As Goocl As It Gets
The Birth of Parti Keadilan Nasional
by Dr Maznah Mohamad
The Renaissance Hotel,
Kuala Lumpur
10 am, Sunday
4April1999
Much energy, passion and fanfare
surrounded the launch of Parti
Keadilan Nasional, the newest
party in our midst. The crowd
was huge, not only filling the expansive ballroom to the brim, but
also spilling over into the two
floors of the hotel ballroom's
foyer. The emotional and spirited
clamour for "refonnasi" was contagious. By ten in the morning,
at the start of the programme, the
air within the ballroom was already highly charged. Loud applause and standing ovations
greeted prominent personalities
ranging from Anwar's defence
lawyers to opposition party
heads as they walked in.
When the time came for the president of the party, Dr Wan Azizah
Wan Ismail, to enter the hall, she
was greeted by an even more
thunderous applause and deafening shouts of reformasi. A
refomarsi signature tune sung by
a well-known local pop group
was aired inside the ballroom as
she inched her way through the
throngs of admirers and wellwishers onto the sta~t::. The
launch began with all Supreme
Council members taking their
seats on the stage.
Shouts of "re-for-ma-si" and fakbir

of "A/lahuakbar" (God is great)
punctuated the speeches that followed. The crowd, it seemed
wanted change and they wanted
change there and then. And even
more than that, "change" seemed
to be within their grasp.

Muslim New Year, or Awal
Muharram; and it was held on
one of the clearest days that
Kuala Lumpur skies had experienced.

In his speech, Anuar Tahir who
was also party secretary-general,
The launch started with organiz- explained the significance of the
ing committee chairman Anuar party's logo. Jt was a stylised picTahir giving his opening address. ture of two white crescents, on a
We were told that the organizers background of sky-blue, which
had spent six sleepless days try- could also be visualized as a blue
ing to put the grand event to- globe encircled within a white oval
gether with the launch on the sev- sphere, looking like an open eye.
enth day. One could impute all
kinds of significance to the Azizah, the party president, was
launch. It was held at a place then invited to the podium to decalled the Renaissance Hotel. It liver her maiden address. As she
was held on Easter Sunday, the took her stand on the stage, wild
day Christ was resurrected. It applause and cheers erupted for
was held on 4 April, with the two the woman who had overnight
fours taken to mean "die-die" in become the single most powerful
Chinese numerology; it was held symbol of a political awakening
exactly two weeks before the in this country.
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She read out from a prepared
speech, at several points, haltingly. The speech was an attempt
to spell out the justification for
the party, as well as to discredit
the present government's obsession with mega-projects and
wasteful structures at the expense of the people's demands
for justice, equitable development and human rights. Although the contents of the speech
could have been much improved
to focus on laying down the principles of the party, she compensated for the speech's lack of astuteness and colour by injecting
into the address her own brand
of impromptu humour and insinuations against the present regime. While explaining the further significance of the party's
logo she described it as representing an eye. She was an eye doctor, Anwar had a black-eye and
the eye was also the mata-mata
(colloquial Malay for policeman)
who was supposed to be entrusted with the protection of the
people. Her warm-heartedness
and almost carefree rendering of
the brutality of the system made
her a most likeable personality
and showed that there would be
room for a new style and ethos
of leadership. The speech was not
important. It was as symbolic as
was Wan Azizah the persona.
Anwar's former political secretary, Mohamad Ezam who had
just returned from temporary
self-exile then read out Anwar's
speech on his behalf. Mohamad
Ezam tried hard to emulate
Anwar's upbeat and forceful oratory style amidst two or three minor scuffles from the floor. (Apparently, reformasi supporters
blocked some media representatives from a well-known television from entering the hall to

cover the event.) The speech was
quite predictable and lacked any
new angle or sparkle on reformasi.
About the only thing that was
memorable- though unoriginalin the speech was Anwar's reference to cronyism, nepotism and
corruption, which needed to be
expunged from the system. His
plea was for building a more just,
moral and upright society.

an opposition party, no matter
how credible it may be, might still
be rejected by the vote-casting
masses. Memories of a defeated
Semangat 46, which failed to capture the imagination of the
Malays; memories of the 1990
elections in which the opposition
failed miserably to deny the
Barisan a two-thirds majority;
and memories of the Sabah state
elections, which saw even a most
discredited government resoundingly return to power are enough
to jolt ourselves back to reality.
We need to do a validity check.
Can this new oppositon party
loosen the Barisan's grip on
power?

After the speeches ended, the audience was treated to the highlight of the launch. The lights
were dimmed, and background
music in what sounded like the
soundtrack from the film "Star
Wars" was played. Wan Azizah
pushed a button and a laser-light
display of the party's logo was There were some give-aways.
flashed snappily and in rapid The opulence of the hotel's Grand
tempo on and around the ceiling Ballroom, the free distribution of
of the ballroom. For at least three glossy brochures and badges to
minutes, the music, sound and those invited, as well as the dazlights left not a few people zling, dramatic way that the
sound and light display was put
breathless.
up to symbolize the party's
The final part of the programme launch could have easily conshowed clips of the widely circu- vinced those present that here
lated l.lllmgan Reformasi video- was a party that might just be
tape. There were two gigantic able to take off and soar to
screens on both sides of the heights that other opposition parstage.The video images flashing ties were unable to reach. Here
onto the screen were a heart- was a party which did not look
rending reminder of Anwar's that it was short on resources. The
ouster and an even more moving organisers were certainly no
testimony of the power of the strangers to the business of
people. Anwar's fiery speeches "rousing" the people and certogether with the stupendous sea tainly had skills that were borne
of people, thewaveofmasses, the out of some experience with an
stream of humanity filling the efficient and well-endowed party
streets and the massive stadium machine.
in Kota Bam to listen to his side
of the story - it was enough to Is the Parti Keadilan Nasional goconvince all who were in the ball- ing to assume the form of a reroom of the tremendous yearning formed UMNO in a different
clothing? Is the Parti Keadilan
for the system to be righted.
Nasional going to be able to live
Having been swayed by the hype up to its professed multi-ethnic
of emotions surrounding the platform and principles? Is it golaunch, one can easily forget that ing to be able to respond effecAliron Monthly Net 1999: 19(4) Page 29

tively to the multifarious demands of a more complex electorate, that may defy dissection
by ethnicity and religion? These
were questions that one might
want the leadership of this brand
new party to answer.
Furthermore, can this party really
be the bridge that will close the
gap left open by the other opposition parties? It was said that the
other strong opposition parties
can only appeal to their own
uniquely particular constituencies; PAS with its predominantly
Malay-Muslim voters and the
DAP with its predominantly urban Chinese supporters, while
the PRM among an even smaller
group of disparate lower-middle
and professional class voters. Assuming that it is middle-Malaysia that is going to be the deciding factor for a Barisan loss or victory, would Parti Keadilan be
able to come out as its most serious challenger?
The press conference that was
held immediately after the official launch was a window to Ule
state of the party's preparedness.
Azizah convened the conference
by summarising in English, for
the benefit of foreign reporters,
the names of the Supreme Council members as well as the aims
and justification for the party. She
ended her short and barely audible speech by remarking that
she was simply following the
path of Cory Aquino. Admitting
that she was a political novice,
she acknowledged that she
would symbolically lead the
party.
She fielded most of the questions
with short, vague answers and
sometimes rhetorical responses.
To a question on whether UMNO

and other opposition party mem- the morning's event. Many
bers would be allowed to join the people were entertaining themparty, her answer was that every- selves at the numerous kiosks set
body was free to do so. When up to sell reformasi paraphernaasked where and whether she lia, books and clothing.
would be standing for election,
she left the question unanswered. And outside the hotel, liveliness
To a question on whether she and exuberance permeated the
would consider becoming prime air. Traffic crawled as literature,
minister, she said that it was up flags, and badges of the new
to the majority of the people.
party were distributed to motorists. Of course, one couldn't reThe more ''complex" questions as ally tell if the honkings meant
to whether the party would still that motorists were endorsing the
subscribe to the New Economic new party or that they were simpolicy; as to whether the party ply irate at being caught in the
would countenance having a snarl. The overall gut feeling was
non-MalayI non-Muslim prime that nobody would have dared to
minister; as to whether a Muslim sound off their annoyance, not
country can accept a woman as wl1en one side of the street had a
prime minister; or as to how few hundred people fearlessly
An war Ibrahim couLd assume chanting their shouts for
leadership of the country if he "reformasi" and "keadilan" (juswas convicted were all answered tice) while holding up finely deby party deputy president, Dr signed posters of Anwar Ibrahim
and protest banners. Some were
Chandra Muzaffar.
sporting headbands with the imOne would suppose that the pressive Parti Keadilan logo on
party was still a tabula rasa yet to the front.
be charted and constructed. For
now, the common goals of restor- It was a most unique Sunday afing justice and ridding the system ternoon event, second only to the
of some of its features of gross in- events of 20 September 1998,
justices would do. For many who when Anwar Ibrahim was arhave had to endure and observe rested after leading one of the
successive governmental viola- biggest public rallies in the heart
tions of constitutional and demo- of the city. On 4 April1999, at the
cratic principles, such seemingly site of the most expensive piece
narrow goals would suffice. His- of real estate in Kuala Lumpur,
tory and experience have proved flanked by the Petronas Twin
that democracy and justice are Towers on one side and the Kuala
the hardest causes to live and to Lumpur Tower on the other, a
historic beginning heralded a
die for.
new epoch in this country. Given
The press conference ended the grievous circumstances that
within an hour while special led to its launch, given the task
guests, party officials and of trying to defeat a Goliath, this
organisers adjourned for lunch. party is as good as it gets. In its
Outside the press conference birth, the party has issued its unmessage
for
room, masses of people were still equivocal
milling around, almost expecting "refonnasi". It awaits the people's
more excitement to unfold from vote. 0
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tion and broaden its Jinks with
international institutions of
higher learning.

\ relord ol \In tilt', stand on runt>nl ,111.1ir'>.

Latest ISA cletentlon:
a mockery of the
pollee's new
11
people frl enclly"
approach

sian citizen are not trampled
upon.

Unless such democratic conventions are adhered to close! y, no
amount of public relations can
Aliran calls upon the government salvage the bruised image of the
to immediately and uncondition- police force and the Home Minisally release computer expert try.
Shararudin Abdul Kadir, who is
said to be supportive of sacked Finally, Shaharudin's detention
deputy prime minister Anwar only makes a mockery of the
Ibrahim and the reformasi move- government's professed commitment.
ment to providing more space for
intellectual and political freedom.
Shaharudin is believed to have
been detained by the police under
AIiran Executive Committee
the draconian Internal Security
23 Febnlary 1999
Act on 12 February 1999- an action that certainly runs counter to
Professor Chanclra
the recent, much-hyped ''peopleMuzaHar's
friendly" slogan of the Home
turn to be axecl?
Ministry.
Aliran condemns the manner of
As in the past, we urge the gov- the non-renewal of Professor
ernment to bring ISA detainees Chandra Muzaffar's contract of
such as Shaharudin to court employment as the Director of the
should it have evidence to prove Centre for Civilizational Diatheir alleged wrongdoing. Other- logue, Universiti Malaya. In that
wise, Shaharudin should be re- capacity, Chandra had helped to
leased as soon as possible so that establish Universiti Malaya's
his democratic rights as a Malay- reputation as an academic institu-
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Nonetheless, Chandra was only
informed yesterday (23 February)
that his contract of employment,
due to expire on 28 February 1999,
would not be renewed. Until yesterday, the Universiti Malaya
management bad given no prior
notice of any dissatisfaction with
Chandra's performance of duties,
no prior warning that he had in
any way violated the terms of his
contract, and no prior indication
that his contract would not be renewed.
Under the circumstances, Aliran
considers that the non-renewal of
Professor Chandra's contract
tantamounts to an undeserved,
unceremonious and politicallymotivatedsackingof an academician who has long been a highlyrespected figure of courageous
and honest dissent in this country. Oearly the public will understand that Chandra, Director of
JUST, Protem Vice-President of
ADJL, and founding Aliran President, is the latest victim of the
campaign of persecution that Dr
Mahathir Mohamad has launched
against Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim
and his associates since September 1998.
No one will say that the Malaysian academia has been distinguished by a proud record of principled dissent since the enactment
of the Universities and University
Colleges Act 1975. But it is wellknown that increasing numbers of
students and academicians have
become openly critical of Dr
Mahathir and his allies in government and in UMNO. Increasing
numbers of the academic community have supported the widening

movement for Refonnasi in various ways.

rum on this issue. Aliran is prepared to host such an open forum
at which the representative(s) of
the Universiti Malaya's management and Chandra himself can
establish the real and full reasons
for the non-renewal of Chandra's
contract. Only thus can Universiti
Malaya hope to retrieve its reputation as an academic institution
that ic; not beholden to the dictates
of vindictive politicians.

Among them, Chandra, who has
won international honours for his
academic achievements-and social
activism, is probably the bestknown. Hence, the non-renewal
of Professor Chandra's contract
signals an assault on the academic
institutions of this country and an
attempt to stifle dissent by intimidating the academicians themselves. Ali ran finds this assault to
Alira11 Executive Committee
be all the more insidious because
24 February 1999
the administration of the oldest,
Let's Have
premier, university of this country, not only did not defend funa Fair Fight for
damental principles of academic
Kubang Pasu!
freedom and the autonomy of the
university, but allowed itself to be Aliran notes that even before Dr.
an instrument of partisan politics. Mahathir Mohamad himself has
announced the date of the next
By so dismissvely refusing tore- general election, he has 'gone on
new Chandra's contract, the the defensive' against the possiUniversiti Malaya management bility of Dr. Wan AL:izah Wan
has also exposed its scant regard Ismail's challenging him in
for the fate of many of its own stu- Kubang Pasu. The Malaysian
dents. Chandra's undergraduate public needs little imagination to
students are just about to take understand Datuk Seri Dr.
their examinations while his post- Mahathir's worry that such a congraduate students have now test will take place.
abruptly lost the benefit of his supervision of their theses and dis- In the 1969 general election, Dr.
sertations.
Mahath.ir Mohamad, incumbent
Member of Parliament for Kota
Aliran has learnt that the Star Selatan, lost to Haji Yusof
Universiti Malaya management Rawa of Parli Islam SeMalaysia
tersely cited the present economic (PAS). Thereafter Dr. Mahathir
condition as the reason for not rebe1led against Tunku Abdul
extending Chandra's services. Rahman and was sacked from
Chandra, however, has publicly UMNO. In the next general elecdisputed the validity of that rea- tion, Dr. Mahathir was back in
son. Chandra has stated that the UMNO but not in Kota Star
Centre under his directorship has Selatan. Instead he contested in
been the beneficiary of consider- Kubang Pasu, won, and has held
able amounts of external funding the constituency since then.
to support its activities and his
continued services.
But, in light of the Anwar Ibrahim
Saga, the rise of Reformasi, and the
In view of this, Aliran chaUenges persistence of the economic crisis,
the Universiti Malaya manage- even Dr. Mahathir must realize
ment to participate in a public fo- that Kubang Pasu constituency is
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no longer the Mahathir fortress it
once was - especially if Dr. Wan
Azizah contests in Kubang Pasu
with the full support of the
Refonnasi movement.
Consequently, and although far
from his constituency, Dr.
Mahathir has begun to remind the
Kubang Pasu voters that it was he
who brought the Universiti Utara
Malaysia to Kedah and it was he
who brought the Unlversiti Malaysia Sabah to Sabah. He has
been ungracious enough to declare that if Dr. Wan Azi.zah can
bring hundreds of millions of
ringgit of development funds to
Kubang Pasu, he would personally ask the voters to vote for Dr.
WanAzizah.
No doubt, Dr. Mahathir's attitude
betrays a growing sense of desperation. But A!iran finds his line
of reasoning to be unbecoming of
any elected representative, let
alone one who holds the office of
the Prime Minister.
Dr. Mahathir should desist from
talking about 'bringing projects'
and 'bringing funds' as if the
projects are financed by his own,
not public funds. If Dr. Mahathir
is so confident that his management of the economic crisis is beyond reproach, and if he is so certain that his handling of the
Anwar saga is acceptable to the
Kubang Pasu voters, let him fight
fairly for Kubang Pasu on just
those issues. But, if Dr. Mahathir
feels unable to defend Kubang
Pasu against Dr. Wan Azizah
without resorting to the Barisan
Nasional's brand of 'money-anddevelopment politi~, maybe he
should consider finding himself a
new constituency.

Aliran Executroe Committee
8 March 1999

staff, some lawyers, NGO personnel and other concerned Malaysians.

Of course, needless to say, I also
saw many plainclothes Special
Branch officers mingling m the
crowd, some just hanging around
while others were actively clicking
away with their cameras, ostensibly to get photographs of all the
Malaysians there for their photo
dossiers.
FJISt to arrive for court that fateful morning was Karpal Singh.
Then came Gurbachan Singh followed by Malaysia's legal eagle,
Christopher Fernando. The press
mobbed them for statements as resounding applause greeted the
lawyers.

who rushed out from their trucks
into a phalanx formation of troops
about four lines deep backed by
water cannon and other trucks.
The demonstrators retreated and
were pushed back to Jalan Tuanku
Abdul Rahman and Jalan Raja
Laut. I decided to follow behind
the FRU personnel as they advanced so as to get a "police view
of things". The demonstrators
gathered at the junction of Raja
Laut, Tuanku Abdul Rahman and
Tun Perak, and especially at the
Bank of Commerce comer. They
were loud but peaceful as the FRU
took up their new positions at the
end of the street. A tense stand-off
ensued.

and someone informed the press:
"Anwar has been found guilty as
charged. Tle is sentenced to six
years jail on each charge beginning
today; sentence to run concurrently''.
I saw shock and heard sneers of
disgust and angry retorts in the
crowd. Journalists frantically
called their editors and filed the
news even as it broke. Embassy
staff canvassed for information
and informed their respective embassies via their cell-phones.

After a few minutes, a teary-eyed
Wan Azizah came out to make an

admirable press statement, which
was determined, combative and
full of hope. "They may jail Anwar
but the struggle goes on ... ".

Suddenly, my trusty cell-phone informed me that other FRU trucks
Then from across the road came (and demonstrators) were on the Evidently, news traveled fast beRaja Aziz Addruse. Like the oth- move on the National History Mu- cause I saw the water cannons in
ers before him, he was given a seum/National Mosque side of action, spewing their acidic yelrousing welcome. And then, all the Federal I High Court building. low-green indelible dye while the
was quiet as the crowd settled I turned and just managed to see FRU baton-charged the frantically
down to a tense wait for the ver- some of the trucks moving into fleeing demonstrators outside
Lebuh Pasar Besar (For an account City Hall along )alan Raja Laul.
dict.
of events at this end of the road
While mingling and waiting, I and the National Mosque, see The demonstrators ran heltersuddenly heard shouts of "re-for- Sabri Zain's Eye Witness Account.) skelter with the FRU in hot pursuit. But they soon re-grouped furmn-si",
"undur
Mnltathir
undur"(resign, Mahathir, resign) Things qwetened down for the ther down the road. Again, the
"we want justice" and the singing next few minutes where I was but water cannon opened up on them,
just when I thought it was okay lo spraying all and sundry.
of Barisan Kita.
breathe with relief, I saw some
From jalan Tun Perak, a crowd of FRU personnel racing into the I rushed back towards Jalan Raja
about 200 persons emerged ]alan Raja Laut underpass, osten- Laut/Jalan Tuanku Abdul
draped in keAdilan and PAS flags, sibly after some hapless demon- Rahman to observe the action.
There, I could not help but feel utcarrying little blue placard ban- strators.
terly indignant at the attitude of
ners with the words Rnkynt llnkim
Negarn (The people are the judges I returned to the courthouse only the police. The demonstrators unof the country). They managed to to hear the crowd there break out der attack were absolutely peaceget to about 100 metres onto }alan into a spontaneous chanting of ful and had done nothing unlawRaja in front of the Magistrates/ ''We want justice! We want justice! ful. Sure, they were a large boisterous group of people of about
Sessions Court but were immedi- We want justice!".
2,000 persons and, yes, they were
ately met with an aggressive show
of force by the GOF and the FRU, But Judgment had been passed angry and yes, they were demand-
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ing justice and, yes, they were calling for Dr. Mahathir's resignation.
But what was so unlawful about
that in a democratic country? Does
unco-ordinated singing of Barisan
Kita (our front line) constitute a
threat to public order and national
security? So much for the police's
new "mesra" (friendly) approach
as enunciated by Dollah Badawi!
I turned and. headed back towards
the CourtHouse but found myself
herded by the police into the culde-sac car park between the Magistrates/Sessions court building
and the river. Bizarrely, the police
then ordered. us to disperse.

But where to? Most of us were
trapped there and sat down hoping not to antagonise the police.
Instead, along came this cocky and
aggressive plainclothes policeman
who began by insisting that we cooperate with the police by dispersing but ended his appeal with a
tirade, threatening us with arrest.
Unimpressed, the crowd spontaneously responded, "pigi-dah"
("get lost"). This response, of
course, did not endear the crowd
to the policeman. I, however,
managed to slip past this odious
policeman and make my way back
to the courthouse.

1saw a huge crowd gathered at the
rear of the courthouse. So too on
the other side of the riverbank,
next to the Hongkong Bank building on Jalan Benteng facing the
rear of the courthouse. About
2,500 people lined the river railings. They were chanting and
singing vociferously.
I immediately turned down }alan

Mahkamah Persekutuan and
made my way to join the crowd at
the rear of the courthouse.As I did
so, a few police Pajeros led by out-

riders raced past me, their sirens Abdul Rahman for a banana-leaf
a-blaring. Odd convoy, I thought meal.
- until I realised that that heavily
guarded convoy must be August- As we passed the FRU in front of
ine Paul or the Attorney-General the courts, I witnessed the FRU
"making their getaway" from the personnel lounging around their
courthouse. Otherwise, why the trucks at the centre of the road.
haste and tight security?
There was no more police phalanx
on the road. Instead, many were
A few minutes later, I saw Anwar resting, some talking animatedly,
Ibrahim exit the courthouse and others laughing and joking with
enter a dark blue police Pajero one another.
4WD. As he emerged from the
building, he waved first to the I could not help myself and
crowd, then turned and waved to stopped to stare. I found it hard to
the court staff upstairs, who en- digest the fact that only an hour
thusiastically returned his greet- ago these very same laughing pering.
sonnel were brutally squaring off
against peaceful refomlllSi demonEveryone waved, applauded and strators. These very same FRU
the cry "We want justice" rose personnel were blasting their wastrongly and repeatedly in our ter cannons to disperse reformasi
throats.
demonstrators as well as curious
by-standers. These very same poAt this, I could only think: Wow! lice personnel were viciously baEven the court staff waved and ap- ton-charging refonnnsi demonstraplal~ded Anwar! If court staff could
tors into side-lanes and underfreely react this way, was it likely that passes. And these very same pothey too found the court verdict out- lice personnel were intimidating
rageous?
and even taunting us peaceful bystanders in the cul-de-sac. In that
Wan Azizah and the children were instant, only two words flashed
the next to emerge from the court through my mind: "grotesque"
premises. They were mobbed by and "perverse"!
the press and the crowd as they
made their way to the river~bank I missed the angry 3.00pm demto wave to the large crowd on the onstration along }alan Tun Perak
and}alan Masjid India which saw
opposite side.
clashes between the police and the
A great cheer erupted. The crowd demonstrators. Many City Hall
on both sides of the river chanted dustbin bonfires were lit, two dirty
repeatedly ' 1Re-for-ma-si, Re-for- old windows of the Magistrates/
ma-si, Re-for-ma-si", "u ndur Sessions court were broken, many
Mahathir undur" and "We want roads signs vandalised and half of
justice"! And again, they sang all the parking meters along Jalan
Barisan Kita.
Masjid lndia uprooted and
smashed. I walked through the
After Wan Azizah and her family area at about 6.00pm and clearly,
left, things calmed down and it showed the signs of angry dempeople began to disperse peace- onstrators venting their anger affully. Tired, I invited a friend for ter facing off the police who balunch and, together, we made our ton-charged and water-cannoned
way slowly towards Jalan Tuanku them.
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Interestingly, I did not see any private property damaged in the vicinity, except for one OCBC ATM
machineglassfacealongjalan Tun
Perak. Apart from this ATM machine, there was neither destruction nor looting of private property. If anything, it was largely
public property that was
vandalised, "government" property being the target of the demonstrators' anger.

charge, and beat brutally (as in the
case ofTiall Chua, Malek Hussein
and dozens of others) to disperse
peaceful demonstrators.

ers, many clicking away with their
cameras.

But instead of dispersing, people
just continued to mingle, "waiting
"How perverse," I thought. How per- for Godot" somewhat. Then, all of
verse to make people ad thus. Per- a sudden, four blue trucks filled
verse, too, this government that with GOF police personnel arincreasingly relied on such police rived from the Selangor padang
savagery and aggression to pre- (field) area and took up position
serve its rule.
along Jalan Tun Perak just opposite the Magistrates/Sessions
Court. Blue-shirted and other
In the heart of Kuala Lumpur plain-clothed policemen moved
Indeed, most traders in the area
l2A5 pm, 1'1uanday,
just shut their shops hastily when
into the crowd urging people to
15 Aprillt99
the demonstrators moved through
disperse but instead the tension is
punctured by cries of "Re-for-mathe area, many to re-open after
they had left. The traders I spoke I was making my way via the si". The peaceful crowd responded
to said they shut as a precaution Star Light Rail Transit to the but also became nervous.
both against the demonstrators as Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
well as the indiscriminate police at Exchange Square to view pos- Individuals began to scurry hither
water cannon!
sible investment opportunities. and thither. Suddenly, the crowd
Getting off at Masjid Jamek as I at the ]alan Melayu side of the LRT
I turned out of}alan Tun Perak and had been earlier advised by a station scrambled frantically as the
walked up }alan Tuanku Abdul civil servant friend of mine, I GOF advanced. I was forced along
Rahman towards Sogo. The road noticed a rather peculiar build- with about a hundred other curiwns deserted as the FRU had set up of people outside the ous passers-by out of the LRT staup a roadblock, one of many to- mosque, in both LRT station ter- tion towards Lebuh Ampang,
day. As I walked pass the FRU minals straddling }alan Tun where the crowd re-grouped and
trucks, I saw tired FRU and GOF Perak, as well as along the sur- attracted even more curious
passers-by.
personnel without their heavy rounding five-footways.
armour just sitting by the roadside
staring curiously at passers-by Like The crowd soon swelled to about Ironically, instead of dispersing
500 persons as more and more a f- the crowd, the police action only
me.
ternoon worshippers left the served to attract further attention.
I passed a string of phone booths mosque only to congregate out- Soon, the crowd began to swell at
in }alan Tuanku Abdul Rahman side its gates, out of sheer curios- the Lebuh Ampang-Jalan Tun
and observed a few other FRU and ity, since everyone else was doing Perak junction where they just
GOF police talking intimately, the same. (You know-lnh, this most lined the streets to observe the powhispering and giggling to friends Malaysian of habits of stopping to lice phalanx lined up rather specand loved ones over the public see what is happening since every- tacularly about 200 metres away.
Everyone was peaceful.
telephone, probably telling their one is doing likewise!)
wives, children and loved ones
that they would not be home for Abruptly, about ten blue uniforms But then, I heard more intense
materialised from the side lane shouts of "Re-for-ma-si" and
dinner that evening.
next to Masjid Jamek. ''Hah, baju "undur Mahathir undur". The
For a brief moment, I saw a hu- bim datang!" (Hah, the blue shirts crowd cheered. After about a 20man face to their brutish selves have arrived) said a man just over minute stand-off, the GOF adthat day. A side which, however, my shoulder. These police person- vanced and the crowd scattered
they had proven they were wont nel proceeded to take up strategic giving the international press a
to discard unquestioningly the positions in and around the field day. But, as soon as the GOF
moment they were given the or- crowd. So, too, did numerous advanced, another crowd gathder to water cannon, baton- plain-clothed Special Branch offic- ered behind them to observe the
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action. The police turned on them
and they too scattered. A cat and
mouse game ensued born out of
sheer curiosity.
After about 20 minutes of this, the
police surprisingly withdrew. I
was surprised and even
harboured some admirable
thoughts about police restraint.
The demonstrators, a small band
of youths, however seized their
chance and got the crowd chanting for reformasi. While they did so,
I saw p lain-clothed photographers
taking their photographs. The
demonstration lasted for a short 15
minutes and, when interest
waned, the small group moved
along LebuhA.mpang towards the
Central Market.
Along the way, someone amazingly produced a new Barisan
Nasional flag from nowhere. The
youths burnt it in front of the
Hongkong Bank building. Such
behaviour only attracted more curious bystanders to follow them.

area. By this time, it was almost
evening. I was tired and entered
McDonald's for a burger, a coke
and to use the toilet. I bought my
food but found that I had to pay
20 sen to use the toilet!
Masjid Jamek, Kuala Lumpur
After lunch, Friday,
16 April1999

1 got to Masjid Jamek after lunch
as I suspected there would be a
reformasi demonstration there after Friday prayers. True enough,
as the crowd spilled out of Masjid
Jamek after Friday prayers, people
lingered on. I estimated about
2,000 people on both sides of the
street as well as on the road divider. Blue-uniformed policemen
also appeared but only to observe
the huge crowd emerging from the
mosque from a safe distance.
Suddenly, from the Jalan Melayu

side of the LRT station, a clear
voice rang out "Re-for-mn-si," and
the crowd responded. Led by
By this time, the youths were led about 100 youths, slogan after sloby someone with a megaphone. At gan, chant after chant, cry after cry
the CentralMarket, they stopped, was echoed. The road was not
chanted slogans and called for Dr. closed and cars and motorcycles
Mahathir's resignation, playing to replied with the four-horned "tean audience of over 500 persons. for-ma-si" response. That really got
But, as soon as an FRU water can- the crowd cheering and clapping.
non truck appeared along Jalan
The crowd sang Barisan Kita and
Cheng Lock, they scattered.
also Reformasi to the tune of
Again, admirable restraint held "When the Saints Go Marching
the police back and no u ntoward Tn". Again, this was a noisy but
incident occurred. After some completely peaceful demonstratime, people lost interest in the tion. There was no sign of any
small youthful group of demon- FRU or GOF presence.
strators. It was the evening rush
hour and many passers-by just Mysteriously, about 15 minu tes
into the demonstration, a police
wanted to go home.
car appeared and drove right
The group disbanded and every- through the demonstration. That
thing returned to normal except set off the crowd who converged
for the presence of the water can- around the patrol car. Tensions
non and other FRU trucks in the rose, the crowd screamed and
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jeered at the patrol car. One of the
more excitable demonstrators
kicked the back of the patrol car.
Thankfully, the driver had the
presence of mind to quickly get
out of the situation. I cannot help
but wonder how on earth a patrol
car complete with radio could
stumble unprotected right into the
heart of a reformasi demonstration.

Was it deliberately done to provoke the
crowd, ! wondered.
Thankfully, nobody lost control
and everyone soon returned to
singing, chanting and shouting
boisterously. The demonstration
petered out naturally after about
40 minutes as more and more
people returned to work. They
had made their point.
But the same small group of
youths I saw yesterday still lingered on. Journalists told me that
they were waiting for other students to join them to get things
going again. While they waited,
however, police photographers
moved in and took everyone's
photo. After about an hour, even
the journalists lost interest and left.
jalan Tun Perak now looked like
just any other street on a hot, polluted and noisy day in KL.
That evening, I took a siO'I·'-' walk
through the city, from the upper
end of Jalan Raja Laut to the National Mosque. Traffic was flowing normally as I walked past the
Selangor Club field but the police
were still all over the place. Silently tucked away in between the
field and the Anglican Church
were arrayed numerous police vehicles, including one water cannon
truck. They had been there for
three days now.
As 1 stared at them in the setting

light of day, I pensively concluded

that, instead of guaranteeing 1 did not see any of the admirable
peace and stability in KL, their restraint of the past two days
continued presence in and around among this lot of policemen. But
the vicinity of the Federal/High then again, they already had
Courts, only served to underscore everyone's photographs now,
the Mahathlr regime's inaeasing hadn't they? The FRU took up poreliance upon overt authoritarian sition at the Bukit Bintang- Lot 10
measures to contain the erosion of junction and herded hundreds of
the BN's legitimacy to govern.
innocent shoppers, some decked
out in their very best finery for a
In the head of Kuala Lumpur Saturday afternoon shop-about,
into Lot 10. Like pigs to be culled,
%.30 pm, Saturday,
I, too, was herded inside where we
17 April1999
were locked up for about 20 minutes or so when the Lot 10 manIt was Saturday and I had ar- agement shut its doors after being
ranged to go to Ulu Selangor to- ordered by the police.
day with some friends for dinner
and to see fireflies. Unfortunately, Eventually, I exited Lot 10 via a
at about 2.30pm I got a phone call side door and continued observthatabout60persons had been ar- ing the FRU police. So too did the
rested outside Masjid Jamek via large crowd along Jalan Sultan
police photo identification and Ismail near Tmbi Plaza and Lot 10.
that a full-blown demonstration The FRU were also observing
was moving towards Puduraya them, ever-threatening to either
via Central Market. "Sorry, can't baton-charge or water cannon the
makl:! it to to Ulu Selangor today", crowd. Thankfully, the COF was
I informed my friends over the instead sent marching down the
phone as 1 raced towards street at intervals cracking their
rattan canes against their shields
Puduraya.
so as to push back the jittery but
By time I got there, the demonstra- curious crowd.
tion had already moved on towards Bukit Bintang instead. I Ironically, however, this crowd
rushed there via taxi and I was just was hardly the same crowd of
in time to see the FRU blasting refonnasi-chanting demonstrators
their water cannon at all and sun- the FRU chased all over town.
dry, demonstrators, press corps, These were shoppers, tourists and
innocent shoppers and curious by- bystanders caught up in the chase
standers alike. Shops were franti- who were all just terribly curious
cally closing their shutters.
or merely inconvenienced by the
police action. Many were also unThe 1,000-odd demonstrators nerved and fearful after being
dispersed into side-streets try- treated so callously by the police.
ing to find a way out of a pincer-like movement as another Once again, my feelings of indigunit of police moved in on them nation welled up within me at
from the Jalan Sultan Ismail how unthinkingly the police rejunction. This time the FRU acted to a situation they actually
meant business and they went helped create. After all, had the
after the demonstrators with a police not arrested and pursued
vengeance and cleared everyone the demonstrators all over the city
today, they would have just disfrom the road.
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persed peacefully after they had
got tired of shouting and chanting
"Re-for-ma-si" -just like how it occurred in the past two days.
Instead, by turning up in overwhelming force, by indiscriminately firing their water cannons
to disperse peaceful demonstrators (I did not see any damage
to any property by the demonstrators either in Central Market,
Puduraya or in Bukit Bintang),
the police only served to attract
hundreds of curious bystanders
into hanging around to observe
events.
Ironically, this peaceful but
overly curious crowd then became the target of "police control" despite the initial small
group of demonstrators having
since dispersed. In other words,
the police also contributed to the
demonstrations as much as the
demonstrators themselves, and

then justified their intervention
to "restore public order" by dispersing not only the original
demonstrators but also the innocent and curious crowd which
gathered to watch events.
As 1 left Bukit Bintang and returned home, I received a call from
a journalist friend who informed
me that police and demonstrators
were dashing in Kampong Baru.
I shook my head dishearteningly
and just went home, knowing
fully well what the end game was
going to be- an end game that did
not have to be if only the police
exercised restraint and used persuasive dialogue instead; an end
game that would not have to be if
only the government was more
open and democratic. But that was
perhaps too much to expect from
an authoritarian regime bent on
preserving an individual's power
and position at all costs. 0

Innocent

Until Proven Guilty
Remand Proceedings for the 22 arrested on l 4 April l 999

by Charles Hector
n 14 April, some 22 per- the said suspects. (What good is
sons were arrested as there to have a lawyer and then
suspects in relation to not be able to instruct him?).
the offence of rioting.
Two of these, Tian Chua and When the police officer made the
Malek Hussein were also arrested application for remand, the Magfor attempting to commit suicide istrate again refused the lawyers'
(an offence under s. 309 Penal request that the grounds for the
Code which carries on conviction applications be read out. (Nora sentence of imprisonment mally this is and must be done).
which may extend to one year). Without knowing the grounds,
how can the lawyers representThe police applied for remand ing the suspects effectively chalunder section 117 Criminal Pro- lenge the grounds put forward by
cedure Code. They applied for 10 the police, and therefore the nedays and 14 days (the maximum cessity for remand.
in Jaw is 14 days). The application was made before Tuan Faced with this situation, the lawKamarulzaman (the Magistrate yers still continued to represent
who is also hearing the case of the the suspects. The Magistrate did
124).
ask the suspects whether they
wanted to be represented by the
All those detained were repre- LAC lawyers, and all of them
sented by lawyers from the Bar said yes.
Council's Legal Aid Centre
(LAC) in Kuala Lumpur. Because The Magistrate then proceeded to
the Magistrate insisted that only ask the suspects whether they
two lawyers appear before him, had anything to say. Now withCharles Hector and Tabian rep- out instructions, many went on
resented the LAC during the re- to explain that they were not
mand proceedings. One of the guilty and that they were
suspects was represented by a wrongly arrested. (This is not relevant for a remand proceedings).
private counsel.
Some even asked that the court
The Magistrate denied the re- grant bail (again not relevant).
quest for an opportunity for the
lawyers to get instructions from With the prompting questions by
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the lawyers (which did not make
the Magistrate very pleased), the
suspects did tell the court about
the various injuries that they had
sustained while being arrested
(and after arrest). All the injured
had been sent to hospital. The
Magistrate recorded all their
complaints. One of the suspects,
Tian Chua, also said that he was
slapped after he was arrested.
The suspects did not tell the court
whether statements had been
taken. They did not say whether
photos had been taken. (All this
happened because the opportunity for the lawyers to get instructions from their clients was denied.)
The lawyers submitted that the
incidence of police violence on
suspects was no more a rumour,
but it was now acknowledged
that it happens in some or most
cases. Therefore, it was urged
upon the court, that the court
should take upon itself the role
of monitoring that this kind of
violence does not befall the suspects. Hence, it was argued that
if remand was going to be
granted, the period should be as
short as possible to enable the
court to monitor the well-being
of the suspects.

It wa~ also argued that the period Malek Hussein, Uthayakumar
should be as short as possible to (a Legal /\id lawyer) assisted
ensure that the police are doing when he brought to the notice
thctr "mvestigations" as fa~t as of the court that these two perposs1ble bearing in mind that the sons have filed police reports
liberty of the individual was of about the police vwlence on
primary Importance. We do not them. He also informed the
want the police to use this re- court that there were other remand as a form of purlishment. ports made in support of what
If there is any basts for the arrest, happened to the accused.
the suspects should be charged.
Tian Chua told the Magistrate
In the end, the Magistrate who that he was denied the opportusaid that the police mvestigation nity to make a report about his
diary was in order, gave an order handphone which was taken
rem,mding all the suspects for from him at the site of the arrest.
seven days bcgining on 14 April (The handphone seem to have
1999 The police w1Il have to dissapeared.) The Magistrate orbnng the suspects before the dered that Tian Chua and any of
'v1agistrate again on 20 April1999 the other suspects be given the
for an extensiOn of remand if they opportunity to make police rerequire more time to investigate. ports, if they wanted to.

The Magistrate also said that he
wanted to see all the Investigation Officers on 15 April or early
16 April1999 to tell tl1em that the
accu::.cd should be sent for mcdtcal treatment if needed, to help
the accused to contact their family I employer. (If a person ts absent from work without notice for
a period of 48 hours, he can lose
h1s job.) The Magtstrate will abo
give instructions about prayer facilities, change of clothing and
food I medicine.

High Court to do revision in the
case of Tian Chua and Malek
Hussein was prepared and forwarded. Uthayakumar and
Charles Hector went before lligh
Court Judge Wahab Patail.
Among the issues raised verbally
was the lack of access to counsel
and the denial of access to the
grounds of the police application.
The letter raised the xssue of the
police violence on the two. The
judge refused to do revision.O

The suspects who were detained m the Tun HS Lee Police
Station wPre brought to court in
a uniform, shorts and T-shirts
with red stripes. This is new.
Previously they were allowed
to wear their own clothes but
this new practice should be
criticised because they a.re
dressed like convicted people.

The Magistrate also told Hamff
(the police officer who represented all the investigation officers) that he should tell all the lOs
to release the suspects as soon as
investigations are completed,
,mdl or charge them. The Magistrate also said that s1snce there are
many Investigation Officers in
this case, there is no reason for a
delay in the investigations.

lt is okay for prisoners who have
been convtcted to wear pnson
clothes. But there is no reason for
suspects arrested to be forced to
wear "prison-like" uniforms. A
person should be presumed innocent until proven guilty. Here,
they have not even been charged,
so why are they forced to wear
uniforms? They should have a
right of choice to wear what they
please. Their attire can create a
negative perception, and this is
definitely not right. This practice
should be strongly criticised.

In the case of Tian Chua and

On 16Aprill999,a request for the
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Police t'iolence: no more a rumour?

The drama outside court in

The state

VS

the People

Using brute force, an authoritarian government tries to silence
public anger at the Anwar verdict and sentence

by A/iran's Roving Correspondent
Outside the High Court,
KuaJa Lumpur
8.15 am, Wednesday,
14 April1999
T had arranged to meet a fellow
Aliran member at the National
History Museum just off the
Selangor Club field/Independence Square at 8.30am on 14
April so we could both go and represent Aliran at the front of the
Federal/High Court Building for
the Anwar verdict.

At 8.15am, l took a cab to the
Padang. It was the taxi driver who
informed me about the tight police cordon around U1e court area.
Unsurprisingly, during the journey; we both came to the conclusion that the Court would, willynilly, find Anwar guilty on all
charges. There was little doubt in
our minds that Anwar was destined for a prolonged spell of incarceration given the political nature of the trial despite all efforts
by the Court to portray the trial as
being fair and just.
As the taxi driver said, "Dalam Tslam, kita mementingkan hukum Allah yang menjaminkan keadilan. Tt~pi
dalam kes ini, susah nak nampak itu
court adil." (In Islam, we prize
above all the law of Allah which

ensures justice. But, in this case, it
is difficult to see the court being
just.)

Tn any case, Talighted at the City
Hall corner of }alan Raja Laut and
walked to the National History
Museum. The police were everywhere. Over 20 red Federal Reserve Unit and dark blue General
Operations Force trucks, including
the dreaded water cannon trucks,
were parked at both ends of the
field. Green-clothed GOF personnel, fuJly equipped in their battle
dress of red helmet, perspex shield
and rattan cane were stationed at
strategic points along all nearby
streets. The even more heavily
armoured (and armed!) blue FRU
personnel waited silently in their
trucks.
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White-shirted traffic policemen
manned the roads and kept traffic
flowing while numerous bluemriformed police personnel could
be seen in the area. Even as T
walked to the museum, Tcould not
help but sense a deepening tension in the air. Little did 1 realise
how momentous the next few
days would turn out to be.
Unfortunately, my Aliran friend
overslept and did not make the
appointment. 1 thus joined the
small but growing crowd in front
of the court. About 200 people
were already there, many of
w11om were journalists from the
international media. Apart from
them, there were foreign embassy
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